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 Female fashion magazine is one of the most important Public relations (PR) partners 
for luxury fashion company, PR plays an important role in marketing. This study uses 
editorial pages of female fashion magazine as object to discover the influences from PR 
activities on luxury fashion marketing.  
 
 The literature review indicates two directions from which PR activities could 
influence marketing. Consumer value creation studies present the direction of how brands 
offer benefits to consumers while consumer/brand relation studies present what kind of 
consumers‟ behaviour could benefit brands. As a qualitative marketing study, the research 
method adopted is a combination of semi-structured individual interview and magazine 
content analysis.   
 
 This study found that editorial pages could combine consumer benefits and brand 
benefits in one and coordinate them to promote each other. Different type of editorial 
information influences this process differently. A frame work of how editorial pages assist in 
reaching marketing purpose is developed to guide luxury fashion marketer to collaborate with 
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 In fashion industry magazine is a very important media, especially so called “bibles 
of fashion”, like Elle and Vogue, have been focusing on high fashion industry for decades. 
They are important references for both companies and consumers. The contents of those 
magazines are mainly divided into two parts: advertisements and editorial pages. 
Advertisement as a traditional and effective way of marketing is very popular in both business 
and academic world. However according to the author‟s knowledge there has been no study 
regarding the influence of editorial pages on consumer behaviour.  Therefore we decided to 
study the editorial pages in this dissertation. Our goal is to find out how much and in which 
way editorial pages could influence on luxury fashion consumer behaviour. A framework 
regarding how editorial pages connect brand and customers will be developed. Fashion 




 The rest of this dissertation is structured as follow: “Research context” part 
introduces Public Relations (PR) and the role of PR in fashion industry. “Literature review” 
covers the previous studies in terms of consumer/brand relationship and consumer value 
creation, because the essence of PR concerns both company and consumer interests. The third 
part is “Methodology” which explains the chosen research method. Under the scope of 
qualitative market research the data was collected in two ways. One is semi-structured 
individual interview with fashion magazine readers; the other is to extract information from 
editorial pages of fashion magazines. Consequently “Analysis” is based on both editorial 
pages and the relevant feedbacks from consumers. Two principles are considered during the 
analysis. One is how PR activity benefit brand by bringing a stronger consumer/brand relation, 
the other is how it benefits consumer by prompting customer value carried by the brand. 
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“Discussion and Conclusion” part observes how PR activity coordinates consumer value 
creation and consumer/brand relation under the market scope. A model of how to use editorial 





























1. Research context 
 
 1.1 Introduction of PR 
 
 This is a study about relations between PR activity and luxury fashion customer 
behaviour, in which editorial pages of fashion magazines are chosen as the study object. 
Above all we need to understand what PR is, the position of PR in luxury fashion industry 
and how fashion magazines act as the vehicle of PR.  
  
 According to IPR‟s (Institute for PR) definition for PR made in 1987, “public relation 
is the planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain good-will and understanding 
between an organization and its publics”. In fashion business, PR is defined as the practice of 
analyzing trends, predicting their consequences, counselling organization leaders and 
implementing planed actions which will serve both the organization‟s and the public‟s 
interests (Costantino, 1998:84). From these definitions, PR does not strive toward profit 
increasing; at least increasing profit is not the only or direct purpose of it, it represents more a 
connection between company and its “public”, with the purpose of protecting and generating 
interest for both of them. Public is not a concrete object as it includes different groups: 
internal employees, media, customers, suppliers etc (Theaker, 2004:5). Current study focuses 
on the relation with customers.  
 
 As we mentioned before, PR wasn‟t a popular topic in marketing. This is mainly 
because communication through PR is not totally controlled by the company. Consequently it 
is considered as a risky way to conduct marketing communication. Lately people started to 
realize the advantages. Harrell (2002:486) argues that through PR activity the messages 
published on press are screened by gate-keeper, so the contexts are considered more truthful; 
the editorial-type messages create an opportunity to break through advertising clutter. These 
days, consumers are surrounded by dazzled advertisements, they are paying less and less 
attention to any single advertisement and meanwhile editorial pages are noticed because of its 
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news value and authoritative position.  Furthermore, the typical content and source of 
messages are more likely to reach the opinion leaders who will spread the message. In fashion 
business, companies seek to persuade those who spearhead new fashion trends of their 
novelty value, choice of mode, and marketability (Craik, 2009: 270). Therefore, along with 
the raise of marketing dimension in PR during recent years, it is included into marketing mix 
by marketers to support the integration of market communication mix (Fill, 2005:686). When 
market mix concept was raised by Borden (1984), it didn‟t have a fixed content. It involved a 
group of activities along the whole marketing procedure, so it depends on how the marketing 
procedure is set. In Borden‟s paper, it contents 12 factors include product planning, pricing, 
distribution channel, advertising, promotion, service etc. These days, the common recognized 
market mix is the so called 4P: Price, Product, Promotion, and Place. And now, it is believed 
that PR can integrate these factors.       
  
 Despite how powerful PR is towards the direction of customers, the distinction 
between PR and marketing is not very clear. Eventually it is up to the company to decide how 
to utilize the mixture of PR and marketing to reach their objectives. Kotler and Mindak (1978) 
defined 5 kinds of possible relationship between marketing and PR. “Totally independent” 
means PR and marketing are separated and in charge of different functions. Normally 
marketing takes care of customers and PR is in charge of the rest of public groups. “Partially 
overlapped” means they are separated but share some terrain, such as product publicity and 
customer relation. “Marketing contents PR” means marketing covers the function of PR, it 
use marketing tools (e.g. What is included in market communication mix) to manage the 
relationships with not only customers but also other public groups; “PR contents marketing” 
means exactly the opposite, in which PR takes care of the relationship with customer as well 
as all publics through PR methods; and “marketing equal with PR” means marketing and PR 
are the same in both concept and methodology. In this case, there is only one department that 
takes care of all the tasks. Kotler et al (1978) also argue that depends on different kind of 
businesses, company could choose to use different kind of setting of PR and marketing. This 
study explains very well why companies in different industries make different choices. For 
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example, in hospital business, where the goodwill is very important and communication is 
conducted by authorities to increase the credibility, “PR contents marketing” is chosen to 
manage the relationship with patients.  
 
 1.2 PR in luxury fashion industry 
  
The combination of marketing and PR in the fashion industry is also determined by 
how the industry is organized. The definition made by Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard and 
Hogg (2010:561) is: “fashion system consists of all those people and organizations involved 
in creating symbolic meaning and transferring these meaning to cultural goods”. This system 
can be broken down to four subsystems: a manufacturing system which produces the material 
and fashion products; a creative system that designs the products and underpins consumer‟s 
tastes; a managerial system that organizes and controls the coordinate stages of the whole 
supply chain; and a communication system that is in charge of highlight salient attributes for 
consumers (Craik, 2009). PR belongs to communication system. The reason why 
communication is important in fashion business is because the demand is not generated by 
basic needs of daily life but largely by external factors. Gate keepers are generally 
acknowledged in fashion consumption, they could be designers, fashion editors, celebrities, 
opinion leaders and so forth (Hines, 2006, Tungate, 2008:131, Solomon et al, 2010: 545, 
Goldsmith R, Flynn, Goldsmith E, 2003, Clark, 2008). So we can see fashion itself as a 
language, the vocabulary of this language includes dresses, hand bags, shoes and other 
accessories. These are used for communication in fashion world. Each word could be 
interpreted differently by different consumers in different situations, but as long as it is 
positively evaluated by certain groups, it becomes a fashion. Meanwhile, within a fashion, the 
change of word combination communicates the differences in social roles and self-concepts 
(Lurie, 1981, Solomon, et al, 2010: 561). Especially regarding luxury fashion product in this 
study, it not only has the characteristics from fashion industry, but also carries the meaning of 
“luxury”. Luxury is defined in many different ways from different aspects. Here we consult 
two marketing related studies. One is from consumer value point of view: luxury products are 
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high quality, expensive and non-essential products and services that appear to be rare, 
exclusive, prestigious, and authentic and offer high levels of symbolic and emotional/hedonic 
values through customer experiences” (Tynan, McKechnie, Chhuon, 2009). The other is 
seeing from consumer behaviour point. Despite what influence on luxury consumption, the 
main purpose of luxury products is to impress others and position the owner in one specific 
group to which he/she wishes to belong (Husic, Cicic, 2009). Overall, consumption of luxury 
fashion product is not generated by essential needs, the brand has to carry specific hedonic or 
symbolic meaning. If the meaning is not important or clear enough to consumer, they would 
easily switch to alternatives.  
 
So using the language correctly and efficiently conducting the communication is very 
important to fashion companies. This not only regards what to say, but also by whom. The 
same words spoken by different party could have different influence on audience. Basically 
there are words spoken by company itself and words spoken by third party, most of the time 
the third party word are considered more powerful in fashion business(Ohmann, 1996, 
Tungate, 2008). This is especially significant in magazines like “fashion bibles” which are the 
opinion leader in this industry.  Overall, the characteristics of fashion industry make PR 
important in fashion companies.  
 
 In fact, most fashion companies have their own PR and advertising departments 
separately. The function of PR department is promoting and liaising with the public. 
Advertising department is in charge of creating and publishing advertisements. Advertising 
and PR are the major ways of marketing communication in fashion industry. During this 
process, fashion companies deliver messages either by themselves or with the help of third 
party partners (Craik, 2009:207).  
 
1.3 Fashion magazines as PR partners 
 
 To conduct communication, fashion companies largely rely on media. Since 20th 
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century media is involved in the whole fashion evolution in different forms, in which journals 
and magazines have their special position. On one hand side these fashion editors collaborate 
with fashion companies, on the other and side they have their autonomy, “silence and space” 
are two key weapons for them (Polan, 2006:166).  
  
 “Fashion bibles” are very important media partners for fashion companies. Fashion 
companies rate these glossy magazines as the best way of reaching their target markets 
(Tungate‟s, 2008). Breward (2003: pp115-130) discussed the changing role of fashion 
magazines by studying their history and argued that fashion magazines are now playing a key 
role in presenting “art” and lifestyle”. They offer readers the opportunity to develop a 
complex relationship between clothing, desire, identity and image. Therefore, we could 
certainly say that magazines today are doing much more than delivering messages to readers. 
They are close partners with readers and bringing value to them. 
 
 One thing needs to be clarified before we start the dissertation. There is one grey area 
between editorial pages and advertisement. Sometimes a company can book certain pages on 
the magazine for its company information only therefore makes the advertisement looks like 
editorial pages. But in our research the editorial pages are not advertising. The distinction 
between PR and advertising is: first advertising involves paying a media for putting a 
promotional message; second the contents of advertising are decided by advertiser while 
editorial pages are made by editors; in the end, editorial information has news‟ value which 
advertising doesn‟t (Theaker, 2004). For fashion magazines, especially the leading ones, such 
as Elle and Vogue, the editorial pages are decided by editors. Magazines survive on sales 
rather than advertising sponsorship (Tungate, 2008:131). Key Note market assessment 2008 
in “Life Style Magazines” showed that from 2002 to 2006 the sales revenue of magazines 
maintained around double of the advertising revenue, for instance, revenue from copy sales in 
2006 is more than 1.2 billion pounds while revenue from advertising is 698 million pounds. 
Besides, fashion editors always reserve their right to say what they like, and they prefer to 
give priority to new designer to create a dynamic environment for fashion industry. Therefore 
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the editorial pages in our study belong to the extent of PR.  
 
Overall the role of magazine in fashion industry is becoming a close partner for both 
company and consumer. Among the large variety of editorial contents, we should find out 
how different types of editorial information influence on consumers (who read the magazine). 
This can help fashion companies to decide in which way to cooperate with magazines and 
utilize the media partner better in future. What we need to bear in mind is that one single 
magazine could never build up the surrounding; it has to be a combination of few key 
magazines to cover the target market. (Fill, 2005) So we will choose few leading magazines 
for the research. 
  
 To sum up, PR is attracting more and more attention from marketers and academics. 
Due to the special concept and methodology characteristics, PR could achieve results which 
are unachievable for marketing. In the fashion industry, the industrial characteristics give PR 
a leading position. Relations with consumers are managed through PR activities. Plus 
magazines are recognized as the most important media for luxury fashion marketing, editorial 
pages of magazines are important PR activity of fashion companies. Finding out how these 
PR activity influence consumer behaviour will help fashion marketers to utilize the editorial 













2. Literature review 
 
 Although there is a lack of previous studies regarding the influence of editorial pages 
on consumer, we are inspired by excellent works in consumer value creation and 
brand/consumer relations studies, because this provide reference for current study from two 
directions. One is on company side, how company use editorial pages to prompt consumer 
value. The other is on consumer side, how consumers perceive the consumer value from 
editorial pages, and react accordingly. These are the two basic directions involved in PR 
activities. 
 
 2.1 Consumer value creation 
 
 Before we try to find out what message could create customer value, we would like to 
take a look at what this value means in business world. 
  
 Customer value is a marketing concept. It regards the customer‟s evaluation of the 
benefit through purchasing a product or service (Lai, 1995, Woodside, Golfetto, Gibbert, 
2008). The importance of customer value on marketing has been recognized for a long time, 
not only value is responsible for consumer‟s behaviour but also the change of value has a 
profound impact upon consumer‟s behaviours (Vinson, Scotte, 2010). 
  
 In fact, today‟s business competition is shifting from product to value. To fully satisfy 
customers‟ needs, products should be defined in terms of values and not benefits. Relating a 
brand to a strong and consistent value can be a powerful tool and connecting product 
attributes and benefits to consumers‟ values is key driver for brand success (Kim, Boush, 
Marguardt, Kahle, 2006). Value means not only customers‟ value but also firms‟ value. 
Business only happen when the customer value and the firm‟s value are linked. (Smith, 




 In traditional value chain view, value is created by companies; it is the extent of 
everything the company creates to meet the need of consumer (Porter, 1980, Woodside, 
Golfetto, Gibbert, 2008, Ancarani, 2008). In fact, nowadays, value and the process of value 
creation is no longer firm centric but consumer centric. Customers are participating in value 
creation process either on their own willing or forced, that is the so called value co-creation 
(Prahalad, Ramaswamy, 2004). Especially in fashion business, demand can be created. 
Enlarging market demand through prompting consumer value is not only feasible but also 
more effective.  
 
 2.1.1 Value creation framework  
 
 One of the most accepted value creation frame work is from Smith and Colgate 
(2007). They identify four major types of values which can be created by organizations 
through five major sources. This study shows that it is important to choose the right vehicle to 
create value among consumers. The four major types of values are: functional/instrumental 
value, experiential/hedonic value, Symbolic/expressive value and cost/sacrifice value. 
Functional/instrumental value is the extent of the desired product characters, such as 
performance and functions. Experiential/hedonic value is the extent of the experiences, 
feelings and emotions created by the product. Symbolic/expressive value is the extent of what 
customer associate or attach to the product. For instance some products appeal to customers‟ 
self-concept or make them feel successful. Finally cost/sacrifice value is the extent that 
customers can save by using the product. The five major sources of value are information, 
product, interactions, environment and ownership, in which information is associated with 
advertising, PR and brand management and it is also what we are going to focus on in our 
study. This framework helps us to identify where companies should build their competitive 
advantage on and discover the opportunities of values creation.  As we mentioned before, 
luxury fashion brands carry a large amount of experiential/hedonic and symbolic/expressive 
value. So PR activities might need to focus on prompting these kinds of value to attract 
consumer. For example using arousing information is proved to be working better on causing 
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product involvement in this situation (Kroeber-Riel, 1979). However information as one 
source of value is a very wide extent. We don‟t know if vehicle (e.g., TV, magazine…) of 
information and types (e.g. Articles, pictures…) of information make difference on value 
creation.  
  
 2.1.2 Value co-creation framework  
 
 Besides information is also an important element in value co-creation theories. As we 
mentioned before, value co-creation is unavoidable in today‟s market. It involves both 
company and customers. Frameworks are developed especially for value co-creation. One of 
the most accepted is the DART framework raise by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004). DART 
means Dialogue, Access, Risk-benefits and Transparency. Dialogue refers to the conversation 
between company and customers. Access and transparency refers to the relation between 
customers and information. Customers should have certain way to approach enough true 
information. Finally, dialogue, access and transparency will guide consumer to assess the risk-
benefits more clearly. This is a consequent process, makes customer more independent and 
powerful on making decisions. Ideally, the decision made by consumer can benefit the 
company. Under this framework, consumers are involved in value creation process and the 
sources of value are still mainly “information, product, interactions, environment and 
ownership”. Especially information becomes important because it determines both “access” 
and “transparency”. It introduces consumer values offered by brands and gives consumer the 
ability of judging the cost/benefit independently. In Prahalad and Ramaswamy‟s paper, the 
company should take the initiative to build the DART blocks for co-creation happening. But 
in reality, it is difficult for companies to lead this process exclusively. With a highly 
developed information system, consumers could access information through various channels, 
which only part of them is provided by companies. Therefore, choosing and cooperating with 
right partner is crucial for companies.     
 
 Therefore, we see in both value creation and value co-creation process, information is 
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important. Although different channels of information are mentioned in value co-creation 
framework, how the different channels or even different types of information from one 
channel influence value creation process remains unanswered. Furthermore, information is 
not only important for consumer value creation but also influence on consumer on a depth 
ideological level, for example personal values.  
 
 2.1.3 Relation between personal values and consumer value  
 
 Personal values are more a social psychology concept regarding what people believe 
is important to them. They are raised from person‟s whole live environment, therefore the 
information he/she sources from different aspects of live will influence on the establishing of 
personal values. They are believed to be the factors that drive people‟s attitude and behaviour. 
Values are significantly related to all kinds of attitudes and behaviours. Although, it‟s not a 
simple one-to-one relationship, certain value might generate few different attitudes and 
behaviours, in the meanwhile few values might work together to lead certain behaviour 
eventually. In general, it follows a pattern of value-attitude-behaviour (Rokeach, 1973: 158-
162). So we have reason to believe that values motivate consumer‟s attitude and behaviour. 
Influencing on values could positively affect on value creation.  
  
 Interestingly, personal values and consumer value are integrated in previous study. 
Personal values generate the desire of product possession then consumer value evaluates the 
benefit through certain purchase and makes the consumption schemata (Lai, 1995). We can 
understand this process as personal values determine the desire of products with certain 
meaning and customer value determines which particular product to buy. For example self-
esteem make consumer wants to possess a designer bag which carries the meaning of success 
and achievement. Then consumer starts to find a perfect bag among all the brands. In the end 
what brand to purchase depends on what she values the most, either product‟s functional 




 One study directly involved the concept of values information and fashion 
consumption is from O‟Cass‟ (2004). He studied fashion consumers. The variables included 
materialism value (the desire of material possession) fashion knowledge, he found that 
materialism value, fashion involvement and fashion knowledge (consumer perceived fashion 
information) are positively related to each other, further more to customers‟ final decision. 
Customers who hold materialism value are more likely to look for fashion information and 
then to be more involved in fashion products. Inspired from this, we would like to find out 
how fashion information reversely influences on consumer‟s personal value, which is not 
answered in this previous study.  
 
 Overall to influence consumer behaviour should start from generating the desire by 
influencing on personal values. The desire motivates consumers to think in detail about what 
they value. The consumer value created by companies only makes sense when consumers 
appreciate it. Therefore influencing personal values and creating/co-creating consumer value 
are all taken into consideration in current study. Editorial pages of fashion magazine are the 
vehicle for prompting consumer value and influencing personal values. This vehicle 
manipulates the information into different types which influence value creation/co-creation 
differently. If fashion marketers know how the different types of information work on 
consumer value creation/co-creation differently, they could find more rational ways to 
collaborate with fashion magazines.  
 
 
 2.2 Consumer brand relation   
 
 No matter what value is created by company or co-created by both company and 
consumer, it is the benefit to consumer from consuming a product/brand. Appreciation of the 
value relates to the consumption of the product but not necessarily to strong consumer/brand 
relationship. Influence on marketing by PR activity should not only end up with generating 
more consumption, but also developing a strong relationship with consumer, because only a 
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strong consumer/brand relationship could assure a stable consumption level of the products 
under certain brand. There are studies regarding the factors that influence consumer/brand 
relations.  
 
 The most common way to study consumer/brand relation in consumer product area is 
product involvement approach. Before we start to review previous studies in this area, we 
would like to be clear with two points. The first is that there are two ways to define customer 
loyalty: behavioural and attitudinal. Behaviour term talks about the physical exchange 
between consumer and brand while attitudinal term regards the consumers‟ preference and 
disposition towards the brand (Egan J, 2008:55). Some products might be temporarily not 
accessible to customers (e.g. luxury product to young female consumer who is about to start 
or just started their career), but we still see them trust and admire the brand very much. Of 
course these two commitments can be transfered to each other under certain condition. Based 
on this, we will analyze both consumer‟s attitude and behaviour in later chapters. Second, the 
relationship development is not a linear process. It doesn‟t follow a staged process. There are 
different kinds of relationships caused by different combination of factors, which also will be 
discussed later.   
 
 Since product involvement is directly related to customer/ brand relations, the source 
of involvement is very important. In general, it comes from engagement of cognitive 
responses or orientation of involvement arousal (Holbrook, Hirscham, 1982). The 
engagement of cognitive responses is customers‟ responses to a brand/ product from unknown 
to well known. In this case, the major source of involvement is physical exchange between 
customer and the company, the more customers know about the product, the more they get the 
product involved in their life. While the orientation of involvement arousal is a message 
which activates or attracts customer to get involved even without knowing much information 
about the product itself. This process request more attitudinal influence. Accordingly the 
product involvement process can take place in two routs: behaviour and attitudinal. 
Meanwhile we see the importance of information in developing consumer/brand relations.  
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 There are a large amount of studies regarding customer/brand relations. Fournier 
(1998) did one of the most comprehensive studies focusing on the quality of the relation. She 
humanizes the brand; summarize the different kinds of relations between consumer and brand. 
For instance, “arranged marriage” as a relationship is defined as “Nonvoluntary union 
imposed preferences of third party. Intended for long-term, exclusive commitment, although 
at low levels of affective attachment” (Fournier, 1998). From her point of view, what matters 
is not only the type of relations but also the quality. Although the different relations could be 
caused by different possibilities in consumers‟ life, the quality of the relations is determined 
by six factors: love/passion, self-connection, commitment, interdependence, intimacy and 
brand partner quality. Love/passion sits at the core of consumer/brand relations. Once 
consumer falls in love with a brand, there will be a strong long term relation. Self-connection 
refers to how well the brand expresses an aspect of self by delivering identity concerns, tasks 
or themes. This could protect the relationship through adverse circumstance by enhancing the 
protective feelings of uniqueness and dependence. Interdependence involves a group of 
interactive activities between consumer and the brand, which keeps the brand a part of 
consumer‟s life. Commitment is only made by loyal customer, not only it ensures the stability 
of the relations but also derogates the alternatives. Intimacy is an accumulation of 
brand/consumer interactions. Interactions between consumer and brands will become a 
meaningful memory in consumer‟s life over time, which will lead to consumer‟s biased 
perception of the brand and therefore support the stability of the relation. Brand partner 
quality represents consumers‟ satisfaction level. From definitions, we see that these six factors 
are connecting to each other, they might co-exist in one relationship.  
 
 The question is this study is based on existing physical relation between consumer 
and brands. Those products and brands were purchased or even have been in consumer‟s life 
for a long time. Different from this, luxury fashion brands in current study do not commonly 
and essentially exist in consumer‟s life. As we mentioned before, consumption of luxury 
products is largely depends on consumer‟s emotional presuming. So develop a purely 
emotional consumer/brand relationship can be an important task in luxury fashion marketing. 
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Fournier‟s theory is not sufficient enough to explain the pure emotional relationship. 
Therefore, we need to find out how much these six factors could virtually effect on emotional 
consumer/brand relation.  
 
 Fournier (1998) acknowledges that in her research some customers are involved with 
the idea of branded product but not necessarily involved with a particular brand. This is what 
luxury fashion marketers don‟t like to see in consumers. Follow Fournier‟s study, Coulter, 
Price and Feick (2003) try to find out the mechanism from product involvement to brand 
commitment. They study female cosmetic consumers. In this study, the origins of product 
involvement are still from consumers‟ social net working, life theme and life projects.  
 
The difference is that they introduce ideological position as a new variable which is 
the consumer‟s interpretation of appearance, consumer culture, product and brand. Ideological 
positions is put in between of consumers and product involvement, meanwhile they look into 
product involvement and branded product involvement separately. They found that there are 
connections between these two, once consumer gets in touch with certain product, there is a 
chance that she might get involved with one brand particularly. But ideological position plays 
a key role on determine if the consumer gets involved with products in general or only one 
particular brand. This makes a big difference in female luxury fashion business. Because 
luxury consumption is not from essential needs but emotional symbolic presume. There is a 
large amount of products carrying the same functional/instrumental value. What makes the 
brand different from each other is mainly the symbolic or hedonic value. Ideological position 
guides consumer to choose not only according to their essential needs but also other 
ideological meanings related to the brand. Ideological position is derived from interpretations 
of cultural ideologies and cultural intermediaries in which magazines play an important role. 
   
 In business environment, what we like to see is that consumer is not only involved 
with branded product in general but also “our brand”. Ideally they commit to the brand both 
mentally and behaviourally. Previous studies give us a series of factors which could lead to a 
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strong brand/consumer relation for a particular brand. But they are weak on explaining purely 
emotional consumer/brand relation. What activate the change from emotional commitment to 
behavioural commitment is also not clear yet. Therefore in business practice we need to know 
to which level company could manipulate these factors to build up attitudinal/ behavioural 
relationship with consumers.  
 
2.3 Two directions of PR 
 
 PR is a relatively new component in market communication mix and it is generally 
acknowledged as very powerful tool in building reputation and credibility in marketing 
dimension. (Harrell, 2002: 486, Fill, 2005:688) Especially regarding the specialties of 
editorial information, its multiformity and credibility could attract consumers‟ interest and 
trust.  
 This study has two interest groups (consumers and brands) and one bridge (PR 
activity). As what is emphasized in PR definitions PR concerns both company‟s and public‟s 
(which equal with consumers in our study) interest. So from the company point of view, we 
try to find out how PR activities prompt consumer value which will benefit the consumers. 
On consumers‟ side, we see whether PR activities could affect on the factors that cause the 
consumer‟s commitment to the brand. This will benefit the brand consequently. PR activity 
has the unique advantage to merge the company interest and consumer interest in one, 
therefore the prompting of consumer value and commitment to brand are not independent. On 
one hand side consumer value stimulate consumer‟s commitment to the brands, on the other 
hand side the more consumer commit to the brand the more they perceive the values carried 










3.1 Adopting of qualitative research method 
 
In marketing research, qualitative research method is suitable to identify relevant or 
salient behaviour patterns, beliefs, opinions, attitudes, motivation. It could obtain a large 
amount of data about beliefs, attitudes etc. which could support multivariate analysis 
(Sampson, 1986, Wright, Crimp, 2000: 383). Since Consumer‟s behaviour is influenced by 
multiple factors from different dimensions, qualitative research is commonly adapted in 
relevant researches. Fournier (1998) uses phenomenological interviews to source information 
about brands in different dimension of consumers‟ life because factors that influence 
consumer/brand relations come from multiple unpredictable directions. Same in the research 
conducted by Coulter et.al (2003), individual interview was used to collect consumer‟s 
opinion on the influential variable for product involvement and brand. In this study, due to the 
flexibility of the type of editorial pages, the influences on consumer behaviour should come 
from different directions accordingly. The data comes from selected fashion magazines and 
individual interview with magazine readers. The analysis will be done on both interview 
record and fashion-related editorial pages contents. The combination of interview and content 
analysis will help to to draw a comprehensive pattern of consumer‟s reaction to editorial 
pages.  
 
3.2 Sampling  
 
The sampling job includes two parts: selecting informants, and magazines.  
 
3.2.1 Sampling of informants 
 
The criterions of informants are: female; age 20 to 25; have lived in England for at 
least one year, read at least 3 issues of any selected magazines from (November 2009 to July 
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2010).   
First of all age and genders are important demographic criterions in media audience 
research (Brown, 1986). Consumer behaviour studies also show that age and gender are very 
influential factors for consumer‟s behaviour (Fournier, 1998, Goldsmith, 2003, Husic, Cicic, 
2009). So we choose a small demographic group to reduce the possible variables. This is also 
the group the researcher belongs to, it assures the access to reliable informants. All seven 
informants are recruited from social networking. Second, they are involved with editorial 
pages and are the target “public” of the PR activity in this study. Some of the magazines for 
research are sponsored by them. Third, the major part of this group is potential consumers for 
luxury fashion product. Due to their financial conditions, most of them have not started 
purchasing luxury products yet. In the meanwhile they are in the starting stage of their career 
and they might start to invest their earning into luxury products. This allows us to see how the 
relationship transfers from pure emotional attachment to physical exchange.  
 
In addition to that, informants for current research are from different countries. 
Because on one hand side British population has a big diversity on nationalities and study 
shows luxury consumer behave similarly worldwide. Nationality is not taken as a variable in 
this study.  
 
3.2.2 Sampling of magazines 
 
The selection of magazines was based on two principles.  First of all, the researcher 
asked around forty girls to support this research by giving their magazines. There are three of 
them provided issues of Elle, two provided Vogue, one provided Cosmo and one provided 
Bazaar and Instyle. Besides, a good number of girls acknowledged that they keep those 
magazines as personal collection, and are not willing to give them away. Those who gave or 
own magazines are also potential informants for this study. So the researcher chose the 
magazines within their collections. Secondly, based on the idea that if the consumer is the 
reader of one magazine in her original country it is likely that she will carry on reading the 
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same magazine in the UK. We choose magazines that have international presence to make 
sure we have a larger international readership for sampling. As we mentioned before, none 
single magazine could cover the majority of the market, it has to be a combination of few 
leading magazines. Therefore, we choose three international magazines which are ranked on 
top of UK market in terms of sales. 
 
Elle Magazine, which was created in France in the 1940's is one of the largest fashion 
magazines in the world with thirty-six editions on six continents throughout the world 
(www.elleuk.com).  
Vogue was founded in 1892 as an elite magazine, until today it is recognized as a 
―photographic and literary record of its readers lives— the liberated elite of the 1920s, the 
idealized housewives of the 1950s, the working everywoman of the 1970s, and today‘s 
multiracial, indefinable woman‖ (Dharan, 2007). In 1916, it published its first foreign edition 
in the UK and now it exists in fourteen editions worldwide (www.vogue.co.uk).  
Cosmopolitan as a magazine brand exist since 1889, but it wasn‘t focus on women and 
fashion until Helen Curley Brown join in 1965 as chief editor. She Defined Cosmo is for 
women who like themselves, Cosmo girl is someone who values her work life (Scanlon, 2009: 
160).  Today, thirty-four international editions of Cosmo are welcomed by women from over a 
hundred countries (www.cosmopolitan.com).  
 
In the meanwhile, Elle, Vogue, Cosmopolitan are listed within top 10 in UK women‟s 
monthly magazines, and their readership age scopes all cover 20-25. (Source: Keynote report, 
2008).  
     
We collect all the issues of these three magazines from November 2009 to August 
2010. On one hand side this ensures us to have enough contents to source particular brand 
stories. On the other hand side, the time period is short enough for our informants to recall 




3.3 Data collection 
 
There are two parts of data collection. One is editorial contents regarding luxury 
fashion brands extracted from chosen magazines, the other is individual interviews with 
informants. 
 
The first step is extracting relevant information from magazines. All the editorial 
pages regarding any fashion brands were torn off from the original magazine and bound with 
the cover. This helped to reduce the time spent on looking for relevant information during the 
interviews; make the conversation only focus on fashion products. These pages will be used 
during the interviews for reference and to stimulate the discussion.  
 
The second step is data collection from informants, which is conducted through semi-
structured individual interviews. The question list (See appendix 2: Data transcription of 
interviews) is set up based on the relevant pages from the magazines. Researcher shared the 
pages with informants and encouraged them to freely talk about stories between them and 
their favourite brands. The interviews took place in informants‟ house where they keep their 
own magazines. In this case the informants could freely talk about any particular content on 
the magazine which impressed them the most but is not within the researcher‟s collection. 
This is one of the reasons of using individual interview. The other reasons is because it is 
more suitable to attain longitudinal information (Wright, Crimp, 2000:391), such as the 
informant‟s history with one brand and how they acquire the brand information from 
magazine. Each of the interviews took 60 to 90 minutes. Audio record was taken during the 
interviews to avoid missing of information. Meanwhile this made the interview more like an 
intimate girls talk instead of an academic interview.  
 
Third step is reorganizing the magazine data. Only the pages discussed during the 
interview is considered as the contributing data for current research. It will be summarized 
and sorted into different types. 
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 3.4 Data analysis 
 
 Brands are often humanized in brand/consumer relation study. For example, 
transactional analysis is an interesting way. It is originally a psychology concept, later 
adopted by Blackstone and Holmes (1983) for consumer behaviour study. It tries to analyze 
the relation between consumer and brand as if it was the relation between two people. Each of 
the party consists of three components. The state of authority is named “parent”, objectivity 
and rationality is named “adult” and “Child” represents instinct and emotion. This analysis is 
suitable for one to one customer/brand relation. Same in Fournier‟s (1998) study, there are 
relations like “marriage”, “friendship” between brands and consumer when brands are seen as 
persons. Overall, to understand how brand/consumer relation is developed, we should see 
from both brand and consumer side. What is different in our study is that the interaction 
between brand and consumer is conducted by editorial pages. Therefore the centre of the 
analysis is editorial pages. We will see both brands‟ activities and consumers‟ reaction through 

















4. Analysis  
 
 There is a large amount of editorial pages mentioned and discussed during the 
interview. First we will divide all the pages into different types so that we could see how 
different type of information influence on consumer behaviour different later. Secondly, we 
will choose the most representative pages sorted according different brands contained in the 
pages to analyze the consumer‟s reaction. From the brand point of view, we see what type of 
editorial pages could make the value easier to be perceived by consumer, or even get 
consumer involved into value co-creation. On consumer side, we see what reactions are 
activated by different types of pages.  To sum up, functions list of editorial pages sorted by 
type will be made. This will show how the pages benefit consumer by promoting consumer 
value while benefit brand by generating consumer‟s commitment to the brand. Besides, we 
will summarize the advantage and disadvantage of every type of editorial pages on both brand 
and consumer interest.  
 
4.1 Content classification of fashion-related editorial pages 
 
 As we mentioned before, only editorial contents discussed during interviews is 
considered as data for this analysis. To understand how different types of information 
influence on consumers‟ behaviour differently, we need to classify the relevant editorial pages 
first.  Categories summarized in previous fashion writing study and natural classification from 
the magazine provide basis for current research.     
 
In early fashion media study, there were five different kind of fashion writings 
summarized: The language of fashion: descriptive and technical ways of writing about clothes, 
accessories, styles, and particular looks. Fashion reportage: impressions and images of 
fashion, as well as opinions, gossip, and scuttlebutt about fashion and fashionable trendsetters. 
Promotional writing: explicit or implicit advertising or features promoting fashion. Critical 
and analytical writing: evaluations and judgments about fashion offered by specialist fashion 
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arbiters. Intellectual and scholarly analysis: of the significance, meaning, and contextual 
understanding of fashion and dress by academics, theorist, and cultural commentator (Craik, 
2009:265). In current study, “language of fashion”, “fashion reportage” and “critical and 
analytical writing” are widely adopted in fashion magazine editorial pages. 
 
One special feature of fashion magazines is that pictures compose a large part of the 
whole content. There are two different kinds of pictures are used to compose pages. One is 
simple image of the product. Each page could content a few of them. It is used to assist the 
article to deliver certain concrete meaning or even compose a whole report independently 
with little help of words. The other type is high quality pictures done by professional 
photographer and models. Each page of the magazine could not content one than one this kind 
of picture. 
 
Articles are the other part of editorial pages. They are generally divided into two 
types according to the different authors. One is articles written by professional stylist while 
the other one is written by normal fashion editors.   
 
Based on above, the editorial pages are classified as follow:  
“Stylist article” contents the technique from both “language of fashion” and “critical 
and analytical writing”. It is the content written by stylists, who are experts in the industry, it 
often provides an inside look, analysis or prediction of the trend. “Fashion reportage” 
technique is used in the major part of editorial pages, which can be divided into “narration”, 
“trendy collections” and “fashion photography”. “Narration” is written by normal editors, it 
involves a person (either celebrity or normal person) as the centre of a story. All the fashion 
aspects are embedded in the reportage. For instance “Spy” section in ELLE magazine 
sometime tells the story of super models life and discusses pieces in their personal wardrobe 
at the same time. “Trendy collections” is a selection of a group of products under one topic 
which is recognized as the current trend, such as the monthly shopping list provided by Vogue. 
It is normally presented as group of product pictures. Although it shares some feature with 
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“promotional writing”, it does not focus on any particular brand and has more news value 
than “promotional writing”. “Fashion photography” is a series of photos done by famous 
professional photographer and models under a theme.  
 
In addition to that, there is “professional/consumer interaction” which is a dialogue 
between fashion professionals and consumers. Traditionally it was consumers asking for 
advice to fashion professionals (editor, stylist, designer and photographer), nowadays fashion 
editors offer consumers an opportunity to show their interpretation about fashion to other 
readers. For example “show me your wardrobe” in Elle is for fashion lovers to share their 
personal collection with fashion editors and other readers. Based on the different kinds of 
fashion writings, we sort the editorial pages into different types.  
 
Overall, under each brand the information from magazines is categorized in terms of 
“stylist article”, “narration”, “trendy collections”, “fashion photography” and 
“professional/consumer conversation”. (See in appendix 1: Content analysis of fashion-
related editorial pages) For example, if one informant mentioned that she started to be 
interested in Chloe after reading a story about a celebrity saying Chloe is her favourite brand; 
I will put that story as “narration” under Chloe (Shown as table 1). 
Table 1  
Chloe Stylist article … 
Narration Vogue (Nov.2009) 
“Model example”:  
Amber Le Bon was asked to 
create an autumn wardrobe 
from her mother‟s closet.  
One of them is a Chloe dress: 
―I love this Chloe dress-it‘s 
the colour. Mum wore this 
non-stop‖. 
Trendy collections … 







 4.2 Consumer reaction analysis  




- Stylist article:  
 
Elle (Nov 2009) "The power coat" 
"So which style? Pictured here, the key coat silhouettes of the season: a nod to the 1940's courtesy of 
Prada. The louche belted trench coat from Bottega and Burberry, and the new hot classic, Chloe's 
urban-cow-girl 'blanket'. Coats have also become the ultimate canvas for dressing up. See Jill Sander's 
swirl collared sculpture - you can just picture Tilda Swinton wearing it at an art gallery opening. As for 
Marni's silk coat with irises? No need to wear anything under at all. Mark my words, the power of a 
good coat cannot be underestimated.‖ 
 
 The contents of the article deliver two messages. One is an introduction of these 
brands as trend or style leaders, it gives consumer the knowledge of the market. The other is 
to tell consumer the evaluation standard of coat. It tells the difference on design and material 
between high fashion brands and high street brands. The basic idea is: The more expensive 
the product is the better quality it has. For example, you invest ￡500 for a good coat which 
could last for 5 years, then it only cost you ￡16.66 per month to enjoy this coat. Certainly, a 
cheap high street coat cannot last for 5 years. 
 
 The consumer values prompted in this article are functional/ instrumental value 
manifested by good quality and durability, experiential/hedonic value manifested by the 
representing of new trend and cost/sacrifice value created by the calculation method. 
Meanwhile the listed brands are indicated to be particularly good at offering these values.   
 
This page is mentioned during the interview with Dean, a 22 years old Irish girl, who 
just started working for an online fashion company at the beginning of this year. She said:  
 
―This did make me think of having a new coat last winter. But I didn‘t buy what they listed 
here. I don‘t have the budget. I went to Zara and found a similar one… I would like to (buy a 
good one) if I had the budget. So far, I often find a cheaper one instead. But I know the 
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cheaper ones could never replace the real high fashion brand. They are different. If you give 
me five similar bags but different price, normally I could tell which one is the most expensive 
one without knowing the price. The good ones are really good… (The coat) I bought in Zara 
wouldn‘t be as good as a Burberry one. You don‘t see it now, but I don‘t think my Zara will 
last as long as a Burberry.‖  
 
 This article is published in November which is the time for coat purchasing. So there 
are a good number of consumers that are looking for a coat. In fact it did stimulate Dean‟s 
appealing for a new coat. Dean acknowledged the functional/instrumental value carried by 
Burberry coat. The experiential/hedonic value seems not perceived well since Dean replaced 
it with a similar Zara coat.  Besides, Dean was involved into value co-creation by accepting 
the introduced evaluation method. Afterwards, the perceived consumer value makes Dean 
believe Burberry coat is the one who can accomplish the task of lasting for five years. The 
self-connection of the product is created significantly here. So if she had the budget at that 
time or she would have budget in future, she would have definitely bought the real Burberry 
coat.  
 
 The other stylist article is a bit different. It is not regarding any particular style, but 
focusing on telling reader the tips for saving money. 
  
Vogue (Nov. 2009) ―The dash cash directory‖ 
 ―Is the buckle on your Burberry trench bust? Is your Prada handbag zip impaired? Many designer 
labels offer an aftercare service. Prada will repair any items, while Burberry is happy to replace 
buckles, belts and buttons…‖  
 
 Consumer pay for the luxury brands, they also get “luxury” service for it. Service is 
also a part of marketing mix according to Borden (1984), so the companies are supposed to let 
their customers know what they are offering.  
 Rachel is a 22 years old British girl who is going to start working as an assistant 
consultant in London. She mentioned this page during the interview.  
 
―I remember I saw this after sales information regarding Gucci and Burberry. They fix 
buttons and zips for free. I didn‘t know they provide this kind of service. I passed the 
information to my sister. She has a very nice Burberry coat… 
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It‘s a pity to have cheap button on your expensive dress, and good buttons are also expensive. 
When I buy a cheap coat, I only care about the style, I don‘t really expect it to still look good 
and fashionable in next 3 or 4 years. But if I buy something high fashion branded, I expect 
them to be good as long as possible. So I feel safe to buy a Burberry coat. Now I might check 
the after sales service when I want to buy an expensive cloth.‖  
 
 From this article, functional and experiential value of Burberry is delivered. 
Consumer not only benefited from these values, but also got reminded to pay attention to after 
sales service before they conduct any luxury investment. Therefore, value co-creation 
happened during this process. What benefited the brand is that consumer reacted as feeling 
safe of purchasing products under Burberry brand and taking it as the benchmark of the 
market.     
 
- Trendy collection  
 
Vogue (Aug 2010) "Flying start" 
"... I was thinking of uniforms and cadet girls," says Christoper Bailey, Burberry's chief creative officer, 
"but it all started when I looked at an aviator jacket in the archive. Then as I began designing into it, I 
realised it could be as versatile as the trench; strong and sexy, masculine and feminine... ladies, take 
flight." 1 picture posted: aviator jacket by Burberry  
 
 Su is a 24 years old Chinese girl. She mentioned this page during interview:  
 
―It‘s the latest Vogue. I like this aviator style. This one is Burberry, very expensive. I don‘t know if I 
could find a similar one in Zara or H&M.‖ 
 
 It seems this information doesn‟t convince Su to appreciate Burberry differently from 
other brands.  
 
Su described her opinion about luxury brand like this: 
 
“To my personal use, (Brand) is not really important. I like all the fashionable things. But I do think 
luxury brands make people see you differently. When I see someone dress in LV on the street I will also 
associate her/him to successful and rich persons. So when I want to impress people, I like to wear nice 
branded dresses.‖ 
 
Apparently she cares the symbolic/expressive value carried by luxury brand. She 
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bought a Prada bag as present for her sister in China, even when there are surely cheaper 
alternatives available on the market. This is because the brand shows the value of the present 
on her point of view.  
 
Same as claimed by most of the informants “trendy collections” work the best on 
attracting their first attention and generating appealing of shopping, Su is especially interested 
in this kind of pages. The reason for them to like “trendy collections” is mainly because it is 
“easy and useful” information. Actually, it is a presentation of market mix which contents 
product, brand (place to buy) and price. However it does not deliver much customer value. 
The products are cold and independent there. It fails in generating emotional attachment 
between consumer and brand. Consumer will receive the message and compare the products 






There are three “narrations” mentioned regarding Chanel during interview when one 
informant was asked what kind of information gives her good feeling about Chanel.  
 
Vogue Jan. 2010. ―Life of Riley‖  
It is a report about Riley Keough, granddaughter of Elvis. Riley chooses channel evening dress. She 
says: ―I love the ladylike look for dressing up‖  
Rachel: ―Seeing it in celebrities‘ life does affect me. It means the level of this brand.‖  
   
Vogue Jan. 2010, ―My Date with Karl‖ An exclusive visit to Karl Lagefeld – chief designer of Chanel 
and Fashion photography: ―Blue print‖ Chanel dress is used here. 
Rachel: It is impressive to know Chanel product is created by such an amazing person. I like his style. 
He is a big fan of Navy style personally (it is one of the hottest trends currently). When he brings this 
idea to Chanel, it does make Chanel product look different from others. I think I saw another article 
about him lately.  
 
 (She found one of her latest Vogue) 
Vogue Aug. 2010, ―Miss V‖ ―Chanel in St. Tropez " ―...En route to Cannes film festival, I slipped off to 
St. Tropez where Karl Lagerfeld was hosting a petanque match before the showing of his beautiful 
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summer cruise collection. My custom made Chanel boules were perfect for a fierce competition in the 
Place des Lices - the opposite team were Diane Krugerand Vanessa Paradis, and even Karl threw a 
ball or two. The old men in the square weren't sure which pretty crochet Chanel skirt to glance up..." 
Rachel: “I think only someone really special could attract such attention. This looks very exclusive.‖ 
She said: “When I pay for my first Chanel bag I will feel ―yes! I made it!‖ Finally I reach something 
exclusive.” For the question “In what situation you will consider to use a luxury branded product?” she 
answered: ―The first priority is work. That‘s where you could use it every day. When I have my channel 
bag I want people to see it.‖ When she was asked: Is to own this exclusive product part of your life 
goal? She answered: ―Well, I wouldn‘t say so. Not that superficial. My life goal right now is being 
successful in my career. But we could say the other way around, when I can afford these nice things, I 
am successful and rich.‖ 
  
These pages successfully associate Chanel with high standard of life and exclusivity 
by associating it with celebrities and famous designers. Rachel was attracted by the famous 
figures in the stories, then associate Chanel with their exclusive features. Symbolic value is 
perceived by Rachel. She admires Chanel as if she admires these successful people. Since 
these famous figures are important for her, Chanel becomes important accordingly. This is a 
commitment made to Chanel brand but these pages don‟t arouse the desire for any specific 
Chanel product. Most of the products contented in the articles might not be available on the 
market. Rachel likes bags in general because it is something she can use for most of the 
occasions and show to other people. It represents the symbolic value carried by Chanel brand.  
            
Chloe  
 
- Stylist article 
 
Vogue Aug. 2010, ―Great strides‖ ―Trousers have marched back into the fashion arena. But don‘t 
expect the same old styles; these are sexy, smart and very, very long, says Harriet Quick...Hanna Mac 
Gibbon, the creative director of Chloe' says: ‗I wanted a high waisted cut that elongates the leg, 
emphasises the small of the back and accentuates a sexy bum.‘ Mac Gibbon delivered in the shape of 
sleek camel tie-belted designs worn with slippery silk-satin tonal blouses, and salt and pepper wools 
worn with chevron-sequined twinsets and a clutch bag..." 
 
This article assures “trousers” is trendy right now. Director of Chloe is presented as 
the expert of this trend. As how it works in Burberry “stylist article” we discussed before, this 
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one also aroused consumer‟s desire of the products and Chloe becomes the standard for this 
kind of products. It can be seen from below feedback. 
 
Yads, 23 years old, British, is doing a mast major in Social work. ―I think trousers for working is a 
good idea for me. So I am looking for nice working trousers now according to the direction. This Chloe 
one listed is really nice.  I am going to look for a similar one.‖ 
 
 Yads acknowledged that if she had enough money, she would buy this Chloe product. 
This article inspired Yads her needs for her life through prompting hedonic and functional 
value of Chloe and. Accordingly Yad‟s needs generate profit for the brand.  
 
- Narration  
 
Vogue Nov. 2009. ―More dash than cash - Model example‖: Amber Le Bon was asked to create an 
autumn wardrobe from her mother‘s closet. One of them is a Chloe dress. ―I love this Chloe dress-it‘s 
the colour. Mum wore this non-stop‖. 
 
Yads: ―When I saw it I just thought it‘s a good idea to use some old things to create new fashion. (It is) 
budget and practical. Then I saw this Chloe dress, it looks pretty. I think a good dress should never go 
out (of fashion). Passing from mother to daughter is something only real good brands do.‖ 
 
 First of all, “narration” doesn‟t receive as many readers as “stylist article” and 
“professional/consumer interaction”. There must be an attracting point embedded in this kind 
of long articles to attract readers‟ attention, such as famous celebrity. In this case, Yads was 
attracted by the cost value. In the mean time she got the message that brands like Chloe have 
the quality to be good looking for decades and even accepted by super model as fashion. 
Therefore the article prompted the functional/instrumental value and experiential/hedonic 
value. Yad‟s interest in cost saving and trust in that super model becomes her commitment to 
the brand. The Chloe dress presented in the article is unlikely to be available on the market 
anymore and it‟s not connected to any explicit needs in her life. Yads didn‟t want to buy any 
dress shortly after reading this article. This article failed to generate direct customer traffic for 
the brand but it delivered the irreplaceable value contained in the brand. Seen from the issuing 
time of the magazine, it seems that “narration” creates a longer memory in consumer‟s mind 
compare with “stylist article” and picture dominated pages. 
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- Professional/consumer interaction 
 
Elle Jul. 2010, ―What other people wear to work‖. Chloe jacket and shoes are worn by Rosleach – 
buyer for women‘s contemporary. She says: ―This Chloe blazer is four seasons old, but is a wardrobe 
staple. My style is eclectic – I don‘t like premeditated looks‖) 
 
Yads: ―I like to read these stories about normal people. I see my own life in future from them. I would 
like to know what they believe and what they use.‖ She acknowledged that she adapt those people‘s 
personal values sometime, ―I think that are what drive them to be successful. You see, it‘s not about 
Chloe. But here I think Chloe kind of means being realistic, practical and trusted.‖   
 
 As we discussed before, customer value creation should start from generating the 
desire of the consumer value. Those figures presented in the pages indicated different 
personal values. Readers acquire their personal value because agree with the way how the 
figures live. Yads acquired the beliefs of being a successful and realistic woman. She is a 
realistic person. When she described her ideal life, she mentioned house, car and nice things 
instead of having a successful and independent life. She claimed she doesn‟t care about brand 




- Trendy collection 
 
 Dolce& Gabbana makes a good example for “trendy collections”. Two “trendy 
collections” is mentioned during the interview regarding this brand. 
 
Vogue Nov. 2009, ―45 thrifty finds‖ -it‘s a trendy collection of best pieces for less than ￡150. 
 
Tina is 22 years old British, going to start working this year.   
―I found this D&G belt here, I like this kind of budgeting collections. I always look for my favourite 
brands here, to see if anything is affordable for me…I like this information because it‘s easy to read, I 
know the product, the brand the price and how to use them easily.  Even I can‘t buy them right now, I 
still feel it‘s around my life. I like to know what‘s going on with them, then one day, I could buy them 




Elle Mar. 2010, ―March 10 fashion notes: the best new pieces and hottest trends‖ 
One type of LV bags is recommended. ―TIE THE KNOT: Take one supermodel, one luxury house and 
ELLE‘s favourite charity and you have the perfect style recipe. Louis Vuitton are donating a portion of 
this bag‘s sales to the White Ribbon Alliance. Chosen by Naomi Campbell, it will hit stores on 12 
February.‖   
D&G Miss Sicily bags are recommended. ―Seen on the s/s 2010 catwalk then on the arm of campaign 
star Madonna Elle loves the new Miss Sicily bag by D&G. A classic shape, it‘s the perfect investment 
buy. It comes in 10 styles and prices start at ￡720.‖ 
 
Dean: ―(My appealing of shopping is generated) from information like this, I see bags from different 
brand for this season. It does make me think maybe I should have a new bag. I can compare these two 
brands according to the information they provide. Now I just compare them for fun, but when I have the 
budget, I will buy the one I like.‖  
 
Seen from these feedbacks, “trendy collections” receive the busiest traffic, but it‟s not 
able to catch consumer for any particular brand for long term. The information is limited on 
product level. It helps consumer making decisions on purchasing. In the mean time, we see 
that Tina likes to look for her preferred brands in these collections because it makes her feel 
they are around her life. Another informant (Kate) likes LV because she saw it everywhere 
while she mentioned “trendy collections” as everywhere. In this case the accumulation of this 
product information generates a virtual “interdependence” between consumer and brand. It 
reinforces the consumer/brand relation after the consumer is already aware of the brand. 
Although “trendy collections” arouse the consumers‟ desire for the products, few of the 
informants had experience of purchasing exactly the same product as the collection shows. 
Plus the price of purchased product is under ￡150. Seen from this, only simple product 
information is not enough to convince consumer to invest in expensive items.  
 
This is also proved from another direction during the interviews. One informant is 
attracted by “trendy collections” as most of other informants do and picked up affordable 
things from there. However things happen differently for her preferred brand Chanel. She is 
hoping to buy herself the first Chanel bag by this Christmas and she thinks she will go to the 
shop and pick up her favourite one instead of looking for it in magazines. In fact, most of 
informants said that they wouldn‟t consult to a magazine after they have the desire for certain 
kind of products.  
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 Overall trendy collections create the virtual interdependency between consumer and 
brands, but it is weak at delivering consumer value. Consumer‟s shopping activity is a 
coincident result from that.  
   
- Stylist article 
  
 One stylist article on recent Vogue is mentioned by Su. It‟s an article extract styles 
from popular TV series (e.g. Mad man, Sex and city…) and try to find the equivalent in 
different brands. 
 
Vogue Aug 2010, "If you watch you‗ll wear". ―the box set you watch can influence your style as much 
as the designers you channel. Here‘s Vogue‘s guide to how your DVDs could dictate what you‘ll wear 
this winter…‖ 
"...The mad man look has cast a spell on fashion. This season, the neat and evocative wasp waist, 
leopard-print knits and working-women's handbags at D&G will prove perfect for Peggy Olson 
wannabes.‖ 
 
Su: ―I really like this kind of column, recommendations or style summaries from stylist. And this one 
associated these brands one-to- one with the dressing style in TV series we watch. Among this list, I 
watched Madmen, Sex and city and 30 Rock, but I only know Dolce& Gabbana here. I‘m not really 
familiar with Alexander McQueen, John Rochas and Celine. But this ―30 Rock‖ style Celine dress 
looks pretty. I might remember this brand when I see it again.‖ 
 
 Like other “stylist article” we mentioned before, it arouses readers sympathy because 
of the good timing, no matter if it is associated with the weather, popular TV series or any 
particular needs consumers might have at that moment. In the case of Su, we see a special 
function which is not obvious on other informants. Most of informants thought magazine 
makes an important channel for them to know the luxury brands but they were having 
difficulty on finding examples. Since Su is a new fashion lover, she wasn‟t interested in 
brands until two years ago. So there are a lot of brands she doesn‟t know and she is keen on 
knowing them. She shows special interest in stylist articles. In other words consumers take 
“stylist article” as a good source of learning fashion knowlege. 
 
- Fashion photography 
  
This “fashion photography” here is more like something in between of “fashion 
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photography and narration” 
 
Vogue Nov. 2009 ―more dash than cash‖, One D&G silk top cost ￡350 is worn by a 17 years old 
model Wanessa Mihomem. Her statement is ―I‘m all about subtlety, everything I wear has to be classic, 
tailored, neat, body-fitting.‖       
Tina: ―Here, I like the feeling this girl delivers. She is young, pride, energetic and classic.”  
 
 Actually like most of informants, Tina doesn‟t often pay attention to the brands used 
in “fashion photography”. This “fashion photography” about D&G contents introduction of 
the model, and the model‟s statement of the style which is not common in “fashion 
photography”. Hedonic value of the brand is not only delivered by the picture, but also the 
age and style of the model. Actually, the age and style of the model created connecting 
between Tina and D&G which determined whether Tina paid attention to the value of the 






Elle March 2010, ―I get a kick out of you‖. ―What happens when Gucci‘s creative director Frida 
Giannini teams up with Hipster DJ Mark Ronson? It‘s a Rock‘N‘Roll celebration‖ Talking about the 
creation of new Gucci…‖ 
 
 This article talks about the cooperation between Gucci and a hipster DJ on product 
creation.  
 
Mila gave the comments as this: ―…lately I noticed Gucci. Before I had the impression that Gucci 
is for older people… (In this article) it said Gucci teams up with a famous DJ Mark Ronson. And I saw 
the picture of Mark Ronson and Gucci‘s creative director Frida Giannini, they are all young and 
energetic people. Now I feel Gucci is a lot closer to me.‖ 
 
 After reading this article, consumer gave Gucci the same personality as the figures 
mentioned in the article have. Same as “narrations” discussed before, this doesn‟t attract any 




- Professional/consumer interaction 
 
Vogue Nov. 2009, ―Street style‖ It is written by three designers after being inspired from the people on 
street with different occupations, in which a pair of Gucci shoes are worn by 29 years old fashion 
designer. 
 
Mila: “…exactly this kind of information (attracts me the most). It‘s interesting to see how other people 
dress up. It‘s like looking at what‘s in my life, maybe I could dress in the same style tomorrow. I don‘t 
like people to teach me how to dress, but I like to learn from other people‘s style, and then make my 
own style. Here I really like this pair of Gucci shoes, I think this white high heel shoes would really fit 
me.‖  
 
Su: ―This is more relevant to my life. I will pay more attention to what brands they are using.‖  
 
 This proved again that this kind of editorial page is quite strong in generating 
connection between consumer and brands in both behavioural and emotional way. Different 
from successful career oriented figures in “What other people wear to work” these are normal 
people on the street simply like you and me. Consumers see the brands on people that might 
be students, doctors etc. and will naturally think of themselves. What comes from here is a 




- Trendy collections 
 
Vogue, Nov.2009, ―Vogue diary‖, ―a leather biker jacket is an absolute must this season. And 
this ultra-soft version from Karen Millen, ￡299, with great detailing on the back, is part of 
the KM limited-edition collection.‖ 
 
Kate: ―I saw a leather jacket last winter, and it‘s from a brand called Karen Millen, it‘s not 
unaffordable as Alaia or some other high level brands. There is no shop of that brand in where I live, 
so I even ordered it online, and got it posted to me. But later on, I found I don‘t like it anymore, so I 
returned it.‖ 
 
 Kate‟s reaction proved “trendy collections” did motivate consumer to conduct 
shopping when the price is affordable even she didn‟t know this brand well. Meanwhile, 
because of the lack of emotional attachment, consumer gave up the product easily.  
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- Fashion photography 
 
Cosmo Nov. 2009,―Hell for leather‖. ―attitude?  You bet. Toughen up your wardrobe with this season‘s 
staples‖ Karen Millen dress, gloves and bag are worn in one picture.  
Tina: ―This made me wanted to have and leather jacket. But I didn‘t buy the same one on the model, 
because I know it‘s not going to look the same on me.‖   
 
 What is interesting here is, Tina didn‟t even notice the brand used in the picture. She 
was attracted by the picture because: 
 
―I guess it‘s just really trendy and pretty. …the leather thing showed kind of tough and sharp sprite 
temperament. I think that‘s what I need to start my new life. Not being an innocent sweet student 
anymore.‖ 
 
 What generates the attraction is the coincident match between Tina‟s current needs 
and the recommended product.  In fact, most of “fashion photography” is pretty. A number of 
informants mentioned that they like to look at the beautiful pages. However, except the one 
who works in fashion industry none of them paid attention to the brands name listed at the 




- Fashion photography 
 
 Beside the “trendy collections” in Elle Mar. 2010 which contents both LV and D&G 
we discussed before. One “fashion photography” is mentioned during the conversation.    
 
Elle Mar 2010, ―From Naomi with love‖.  ―To celebrate Elle‘s continued support for the White Ribbon 
Alliance, their global ambassador Naomi Campbell models this season‘s white dresses.‖ One LV dress 
made exclusively for Naomi is used. 
 
 Kate pays attention to this picture because she likes Louis Vuitton, she noticed LV 
related information unconsciously. These fashion pictures definitely reinforce the exclusive 
image of LV for her. Actually Rachel, as a Chanel lover, also pointed out few “fashion 
photography” about Chanel (see in Appendix 1. Interview data transcription) to show the 
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researcher how beautiful Chanel is. In general, this kind of editorial page is not good at 
attracting readers‟ attention to any particular brand but it keep reinforcing the image of the 
brand for existing brand lovers by creating this virtual interdependency. 
 
- Professional/consumer interaction 
 
Vogue Jul. 2010, ―Coming of age‖, ―we ask five women-from different generations and with individual 
tastes to share their closet secrets. Camille Miceli ages in 30s. She is newly appointed creative director 
of accessories at Dior.‖ LV shoes and LV bags are presented as her personal favourite collections. 
 
Kate: ―This woman here has amazing job. I really admire this. That might be the kind of life I would 
like to have. I like to see how she dresses up, how she lives her life… I am not sure exactly what I want 
for my life yet. Sometimes you see good examples on TV or magazines. It inspires me somehow. For 
instance I would like to be Camelle Micheli when I am 30, but I know I am not going to make it just by 
buying LV shoes. It is the other way around. When I become someone like her, I would also like to own 
LV shoes.‖ 
 
Again the admirable life status of the figure is accepted by the reader, as well as the 
symbolic value of the brand embedded in this life status. This article made Kate agrees that 




- Stylist article  
 
Vogue Jan. 2010, ―Sorbet Shades: turn your back on black, says Emma Elwick‖ Edited by 
Harriet Wuick. One MiuMiu dress, shoes and purse are listed. ―at Miu Miu, Miuccia Prada‘s 
take on pretty was not so naïf, with sugary yoked shirts and printed bra tops perfect for the 
seduction ploys of any twenty-first-century Lolita‖.)   
Tina: ―…there are dresses recommended by stylist. I like to see their thinking of these dresses. 
I didn‘t like this kind of candy colours before. But I read it on magazines, then when I go 
shopping, I see them everywhere in the shop. Then I start to appreciate.‖  
 
Once again, we see “stylist article” arouses consumer‟s demand by the good timing 
and authority opinion. In the mean while it involves consumers into value co-creation by 
convincing them what is the new evaluation standard. 
 




4.3.1 Function summary of editorial pages 
 
Since the rest of pages were repeating of the situations we discussed above we choose 
not to discuss them separately. Below list contents all the editorial pages covered in the 
interviews starts form the most welcomed one “trendy collection” to the one receives fewest 
attention “fashion photography”. We simply summary it‟s function to both consumer and 
brands.  “Benefit to consumer” is the counted by consumer value contained in the pages 
perceived by consumer, except for “trendy collections” where no value related to any brand is 
significantly perceived by consumers. Benefit to brand is counted by the influenced factors 
which could reinforce consumer/brand relationship. We would like to clarify again that the 
factors are love/passion, self-connection, interdependency, intimacy, commitment, and 
ideological position, brand partner quality are not found in emotional consumer/brand 
relationship. 
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 4.3.2 Pros and cons of editorial pages 
 
 “Trendy collections” has the busiest reader traffic. For the brand, it is the integration 
of 4P. There are pictures of the product, price, place (by giving the name of the brand even 
sometime with phone number to order or the store address) and promotion (by listing it in the 
latest trend). It motivates consumer to purchase the particular product at current moment.  
Meanwhile the repeating appearance of brands creates the virtual interdependence between 
consumer and brands. This reinforces existing consumer/brand relation. For consumers, it 
involves consumers into value co-creation by providing simple and useful reference for them 
to evaluate between different products. However, the content is not able to carry any 
particular value of the brand and generate emotional attachment between brand and consumer. 
Besides, it doesn‟t have a long term influence on consumer‟s attitude and behaviour.  
 
 “Professional/consumer interaction” is the most welcomed article in fashion 
magazines, since “trendy collections” mainly consists of pictures. Most important specialty of 
this kind of editorial pages is creating scenarios and attracting the consumers to put 
themselves into those scenarios. As we discussed before, what influences on consumer/brand 
relation involves different possible directions of consumers‟ life. Those scenarios contain 
elements from either consumers‟ current life or ideal life. Connections are established 
accordingly. Therefore consumers‟ personal values could be influenced by the personal values 
embedded in the article. As we discussed before, personal values is the original driver of 
consumers‟ attitudinal and behavioural presuming. So it generates consumers‟ desire on 
products and brands which can realize their presuming. In the mean time, it has a big 
influence on consumer‟s ideological position on clothes and appearance. Consumers 
significantly adapt the way how “successful women” dress and present themselves. The 
emotional commitment to the brand will be generated when the brand becomes the 
representative of the value. Therefore   For consumers‟ sake, it delivers a wide range of 
consumer values carried by the brands. Meanwhile, consumers learn how to appreciate those 
values. For the brands‟ sake, it arouses consumers‟ long term emotional commitment to the 
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brand. In the mean time the disadvantage is that it is not efficient in generating sales for any 
product, as consumers don‟t get information about available product from this kind of pages. 
 
 “Stylist article” shares some common advantages with “trendy collection”, such as 
the timing of the information often arousing consumers‟ appealing to certain kind of products. 
Moreover “stylist article” contains more meaning of the brands and sit on authority positions. 
Stylists act as an expert in analyzing the different values carried by brands in order to make it 
easier for consumer to understand and perceive the values. Besides we found that consumers 
who pay attention to “stylist article” are interested in knowing new brands, therefore “stylist 
article” attracts more attention to the brands introduced. It has the function of generating 
brand awareness. Overall it creates virtual interdependency for both potential and existing 
relations. The disadvantage is that there is only limited emotional connection created between 
consumer and brand.  
 
 “Narration” is the best on generating brand admiration. It normally focuses on famous 
people or one particular brand. No matter how many different consumer values are embedded 
in the article, symbolic/expressive value is always perceived by consumer. The length of the 
article gives enough possibilities to build an integrated brand image in consumers mind. 
However the length also makes a disadvantage for this type of pages. It could only attract 
readers who are interested in the celebrities or the brand. Sometime, editors use interesting 
stunts to attract consumers‟ attention in case readers might lose patient to read such a long 
article. Still a lot of information is missing from the article to readers‟ perceived knowledge. 
 
 “Fashion photography” is recognized by reader as the editorial pages that make a 
magazine look like a fashion magazine, but it has the fewest influence on them in terms of 
being a luxury consumer. Only consumers who collect information about certain brand on 
purpose pay attention to what brands are used in these beautiful photos. Most of time they 
don‟t tend to read the corner list of the brands. So both consumers and brands do not benefit 
much from fashion photography. Nevertheless, these photos contribute a bit to create virtual 
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consumer/brand interdependency for existing relationships. 
 
 In general, every type has its special advantages and disadvantages. The influence 
from editorial pages to consumers could be divided into two parts: attitudinal commitment 
and physical exchange. Editorial pages conduct a large amount of virtual interaction between 
brands and consumer and lead to emotional commitment from consumers to brands. This 
emotional commitment is determined by a combination of a group of factors. We also found, 
since large amount of budget is required to conduct investment to luxury brands, this physical 
activity only happen when the emotional commitment is made. Therefore the functions of 
editorial pages also include converting emotional commitment to physical exchange. Overall 
no single type of the editorial pages could content all the functions independently. Luxury 





























5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
5.1 Editorial pages in marketing scope 
 
 As mentioned before, this dissertation studies influence of PR activity on luxury 
fashion marketing. Editorial pages are chosen as study object. Our goal is to find out how 
much and in which way editorial pages could influence on luxury fashion consumer behaviour. 
We would like to develop a framework regarding how editorial pages connect brand and 
customers. There are two important marketing concepts involved in this dissertation: 
consumer value creation/co-creation and consumer/brand relations.  
  
 During current study consumer value in luxury fashion industry exists in both product 
level and brand level.  Different product under same brand shares the same value carried by 
brand. For instance, both Chanel shoes and bags share the symbolic value carried by the brand. 
Meanwhile, since shoes and bags perform different function we see that different products 
under same brand also carry their own unique value. Even the value of same product under 
same brand is perceived by consumers differently. Overall both brand level and product level 
value influence consumer‟s decision. These two levels also exist in consumer/brand relation 
field. Although relationship is established on brand level it origins from consumers‟ product 
involvement. Therefore under both concepts we could presume brand level results by making 
not only brand level but also product level efforts. 
 
 Consumer value determines if consumers appreciate the benefits offered by the brand 
while there is a group of factors that determine how strong the relationships between 
consumers and brands are. PR is the bridge benefiting brand and consumers at the same time 
so it should contain consumer value and influence factors related to consumer/brand relation. 
Significant consumer value could motivate consumer to purchase (appreciate the benefits) 
from unfamiliar brands and strong relationship could keep the consumer loyal even when the 
brands are not offering the most significant value. The task of PR activity is coordinating 
consumer value and consumer/brand relation, use consumer value to enforce consumer/brand 
relation and use consumer/brand relation to promote consumer value. Besides, we realized 
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during the research that luxury fashion consumers barely conduct physical exchange with the 
brands when they don‟t have any emotional attachment. Therefore emotional consumer/brand 
relation is required to be established before behavioural consumer/brand relation takes place.  
   
Over all, the influence on marketing could happen from influencing personal values, 
initiating the desire of consumer value to prompting consumer value, enforcing 
consumer/brand relation. Plus one special task is triggering out purchasing activity from 
emotional relationship. Before we introduce the framework, we would like to present the 
different types of editorial information again.   
 
“Trendy collections” is a selection of a group of products under one topic which is 
recognized as the current trend. 
 
“Professional/consumer interaction” is a dialogue between fashion professionals 
and consumers. It is very popular these days that normal people share their interpretation 
about fashion with fashion editors and other readers. 
  
“Stylist article” is the content written by stylists, who are experts in the industry. It 
often provides an inside look, analysis or prediction of the trend 
 
“Narration” involves a person (either celebrity or normal person) as the centre of a 
story. All the fashion aspects are embedded in the reportage. 
 
“Fashion photography” is a series of photos done by famous professional 
photographer and models under a theme.  
 
The first step is influence on personal values. Personal values are what a person 
believes in her/his life. It is derived from their living environment and generates their life 
presuming (Rokeach, 1973: 102). Only things recognized as part of consumer‟s life could 
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influence on consumer‟s personal values. This requires the editorial pages to create the 
situation which connects to consumer‟s life situation and contents values which is missing for 
consumer. “Professional/consumer interaction” was found to be the best way of creating a 
virtual life situation. Consumer adapts the personal values embedded in the figure‟s story 
when the ideal life scenario is presented. Although consumer will desire a group of brands 
(e.g. Luxury fashion brands in general) carry the value to compose her ideal life, we do found 
the brands presented in the article which influence on consumer‟s personal value will gain 
more credit in future. Those brands are more likely to receive emotional commitment from 
consumer. Once the commitment is made consumer will appreciate all the consumer values 
carried by the brand.  What we need to bear in mind is that once personal values are formed, it 
is not easy to be influenced. “Professional/consumer interaction” has the best chance to 
influence on consumer value but it does not always works.  
 
For consumers who already hold the personal values which drive them into luxury 
fashion brand presuming, we need to find a way to efficiently make them appreciate the 
consumer value carried by certain brand and bring them close to it. Although we mentioned 
before “symbolic/expressive” value is what make a luxury fashion brand different from 
normal fashion brands, this consumer value is not the only place luxury brand should build 
their competitive advantage on. Since all the luxury fashion brands offer certain 
“symbolic/expressive” value, focusing on this might cause the brand to lose its cutting age. At 
the same time, what determines consumer‟s consumption is the combination of all the 
possible consumer values. Especially, consumer cares about the “functional/instrumental 
value” carried by luxury brand (Husic, Cicic, 2009). As we can see from Table 1, 
“professional/consumer interaction”, “stylist article” and “narration” has significant capacity 
on delivering diverse consumer values.  
 
“Professional/consumer interaction” prompts consumer value through influencing 
consumer/brand relation and generates brand level commitment by making product level 
effort. By showing branded product involved in other normal people‟s life, it creates the 
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virtual interdependency and even intimacy between consumer and brand. It influences 
consumer‟s ideological position by presenting a concrete picture of their ideal life in front of 
them. Consumer will connect the brand name together with their passion to the ideal life. This 
makes the value carried by certain brand irreplaceable for consumer.   
 
“Stylist article” works better at prompting “functional/instrumental value” and 
“experiential/hedonic value”, most importantly it involves consumer into the value co-
creation process by offering market information from different dimensions.  It develops 
consumer/brand relation by prompting consumer value. “Stylist article” is not the most 
popular type of editorial pages among readers, readers who interested in “stylist article” are 
aware of “symbolic/expressive value” carried by luxury brands. Consumers who read “stylist 
article” are looking for ability to evaluate “functional/instrumental” and 
“experiential/hedonic” values carried by brands. Through sourcing this kind of information 
they are unconsciously involved in value co-creation, developing the ability of judging 
different brands/products independently. Meanwhile, products introduced in the article 
become substance of the presented consumer value while brands become the benchmark of 
the market. Consumers start to trust the brand because of the self-connection expressed in the 
article. Besides, repeating appearance of certain brands create the virtual interdependency 
between consumer and brand, which also reinforce the emotional relation between consumer 
and brand. 
 
“Narration” prompts “symbolic/expressive value” and “experiential/hedonic value” 
by influencing the consumer/brand relation. Most of consumers who read “narration” have 
certain knowledge regarding the figures in the article. Brands contained in the article will be 
connected with their emotional attachments to the figures by the consumers. Most of the time, 
these emotional attachments are admiration, which will turn into love and passion to the brand 
accordingly. Once consumers have love and passion on the brand, they will adapt the value 
offered by the brand. Consumers also pay attention to narration when it contained certain 
significant attractive value.  For example when “cost/sacrifice value” is emphasized in topic, 
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consumer‟s presuming for “cost/sacrifice value” will guide them to be aware of other values 
carried by the same brand involved in the article.        
 
“Fashion photography” is not found significantly effective on both consumer/brand 
relation and consumer value creation. Only when a relatively strong consumer/brand relation 
exists already, consumer will pay attention on if their preferred brand is used in these pages. 
In this case the repeating of brand appearance creates virtual interdependency between 
consumer and brand and reinforces the relationship. The more interdependency is generated 
the stronger “symbolic/expressive value” is perceived by consumer. 
 
From above, we see how different kinds of editorial pages influence consumer values 
perceiving, create and reinforce emotional consumer/brand relations. Although consumer‟s 
emotional commitment will convert to physical activity sooner or later, we would like to see 
if there is any editorial pages from magazine that could trigger the activity out directly. 
Consumer could emotionally commit to the brand only because of the value carried by the 
brand, but physical activities are also determined by the value offered by the product. Since 
who look for purchasing opportunity on magazines have emotional attachments with the 
brand already, product level efforts is important for triggering out the activities. “Trendy 
collections” and “Stylist article” have the biggest impact on consumers and product level.   
First of all they are in line with the principle of the brand marketing mix. Consumer could 
easily find the product recommended in the pages on the market. Second, the product is the 
substance of the consumer value introduced in the pages. Consumers‟ demand of value 
becomes demand of product. However, this normally happens when the product is not 
considered as a big investment for consumer. Otherwise, magazines are not considered as 
their shopping list.  
 
 5.2 Practical applications of editorial pages in marketing 
 
Overall, editorial pages assist marketing through making consumer perceived value 
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and consumer/brand relation to promote each other. Luxury fashion marketers could choose 
different types of editorial pages based on their own advantages to reach the desired 
marketing purpose. For instance, if one brand offers great functional/instrumental values it 
should collaborate with stylist to introduce this value to consumers and make the brand 
become the benchmark. Consequently, consumer will like to have a stronger relationship with 
this brand. In different situation, if the brand needs to let the consumer perceive the symbolic 
value it carries, the marketers should look for collaboration with celebrities. 
 
During the research we found one limitation of editorial pages. Even though the 
emotional commitment raised by magazines will guide a commitment from consumer to the 
brand in both attitudinal and behavioural level eventually, editorial pages only influence on 
emotional commitment significantly before the behavioural relationship start. In other words, 
once consumer commit to one brand both attitudinally and behaviourally, it is very difficult to 
change it by editorial pages only. Overall, editorial pages are influential for potential or 
attitudinal loyal consumer of luxury fashion brands. For behavioural loyal consumer it only 
works on maintaining the existing relationship.  
 
To sum up, Table2 show how magazine editorial pages assist in marketing purposes. 
“Potential consumer” in the table means consumers who don‟t have any emotional attachment 
with the brand while “existing consumer” means consumers who have certain emotional 
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Stylist article Elle (Nov 2009) 
"The power of coat"  
 
"So which style? Pictured 
here, the key coat silhouettes 
of the season: a nod to the 
1940's courtesy of Prada. the 
louche belted trench coat 
from Bottega and Burberry, 
and the new hot classic, 
Chloe's urban-cow-girl 
'blanket'. Coats have also 
become the ultimate canvas 
for dressing up. See Jill 
Sander's swirl collared 
sculpture - you can just 
picture Tilda Swinton 
wearing it at an art gallery 
opening. As for Marni's silk 
coat with irises? No need to 
wear anything under at all. 
Mark my words, the power of 
a good coat cannot be 
underestimated.‖ 
 
Vogue (Nov. 2009) 
“The dash cash directory”  
 
List the brands provide good 




Trendy collections  
Vogue (Aug 2010) 
"FLYING START" 
 
"... i was thinking of uniforms 
and cadet girls," says 
Christoper Bailey, Burberry's 
chief creative officer, "but it 
all started when i looked at 
an aviator jacket in the 
archive. Then as i began 
designing into it, I realised it 
could be as versatile as the 
trench; strong and sexy, 
masculine and feminine... 
ladies, take flight." 
1 picture posted: shearling 
aviator jacket by burberry 
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Chanel Stylist article Elle (Nov 2009) 
”New work power tools”  
 
―Bags, belts, gloves, shoes, 
boots – read ankle boots- 
these are the tools that can 
make or break an outfit‖ 
 
One Chanel bag is listed 
 
Vogue ( Jan. 2010) 
“How to wear Lace Now: 
learn the new laws of finery, 
says Emma Elwick”  
 
Tip 2: ”True romance: the 
stuff dreams are made of : 
designers showcase luxury 
lace” 
2 dresses of Chanel, one is 
called ―Cloud nine: the 
golden chiffon and pale-grey 
lace are from Calasi (famous 
for its lacework), and the 
sequin embroidery by 
specialist Lesage. “  
 
 
Narration Vogue ( Jan. 2010) 
“Life of Riley” 
 
Report about Riley Keough, 
granddaughter of Elvis.  
 
Riley says: ―Alexander 
Wang, 3.1 Phillip Lim, Alaia, 
Chloe, Lanvin, and Doc 
Martens for shoes and boots. 
I‘d love a channel evening 
dress – I love the ladylike 
look for dressing up;  
 
In one picture, she wears a 
whole set of Chanel out fits.  
 
Vogue ( Jul.2010) 
 “My Date with Karl” 
 
An exclusive visit to Karl 
Lagefeld – chief designer of 
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Chanel   
 
Vogue (Aug 2010)  
“Miss V” 
  
”Chanel In St. Tropez” 
 
"...En route to Cannes film 
festival, i slipped off to St. 
Tropez where Karl Lagerfeld 
was hosting a petanque 
match before the showing of 
his beautiful summer cruise 
collection. My custom made 
Chanel boules were perfect 
for a fierce competition in the 
Place des Lices - the opposite 
tean were Diane Krugerand 
Vanessa Paradis, and even 
Karl threw a ball or two. The 
old men in the square weren't 
sure which pretty crochet 
Chanel skirt to glance up..." 
 
 
Trendy collections  
Fashion photography Vogue (Jan. 2010)  
“Blue Print: the classic 
combination of navy and 
white is a breath of fresh air: 
Revitalise with Breon 
updates, naval tailoring, 
billowing evening wear and a 
stash of natty accessories”  
 
Chanel dress is used: 
“destined for sunny climes: 
Karl Lagerfeld showed 
Chanel‘s stripes against the 
backdrop of a man-made 





Chloe Stylist article Vogue (Aug 2010) 
“great strides” 
―Trousers have marched 
back into the fashion arena. 
But don‘t expect the same old 
styles; these are sexy, smart 
and very, very long, says 
Harriet Quick...Hanna 
MacGibbon, the creative 
director of Chloe' says: ‗I 
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wanted a high waisted cut 
that elongates the leg, 
emphasises the small of the 
back and accentuates a sexy 
bum.‘ MacGibbon delivered 
in the shape of sleek camel 
tie-belted designs worn with 
slippery silk-satin tonal 
blouses, and salt and pepper 
wools worn with chevron-
sequined twinsets and a 
clutch bag..." 
 
Narration Vogue (Nov.2009) 
“Model example”:  
 
Amber Le Bon was asked to 
create an autumn wardrobe 
from her mother‟s closet.  
 
One of them is a Chloe dress. 
 
―I love this Chloe dress-it‘s 
the color. Mum wore this 
non-stop‖. 
Trendy collections … 
Fashion photography … 
Professional/consumer 
interaction 
Elle (Jul. 2010) 
“What other people wear to 
work” 
 
Chloe jacket and shoes are 
worn by Rosleach – buyer for 
women‟s contemporary   
 
―This Chloe blazer is four 
seasons old, but is a 
wardrobe staple. My style is 
eclectic – I don‘t like 
premeditated looks‖ 
 
Dolce& Gabbana  Stylist article Vogue (Aug 2010)  
"If you watch you„ll wear" 
“the box set you watch can 
influence your style as much 
as the designers you channel. 
Here‟s Vogue‟s guide to how 
your DVDs could dictate 
what you‟ll wear this 
winter… 
 
"...The mad man look has 
cast a spell on fashion. This 
season, the neat and 
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evocative wasp waist, 
leopard-print knits and 
working-women's handbags 
at D&G will prove perfect 




Trendy collections Vogue (Nov.2009)  
“45 thrifty finds” 
 
“Given the task of sourcing 
the best pieces for less than 
￡150, Pippa Holt set off on 
sartorial sortie, She displays 
her discoveries…” 
 
 one Dolce& Gabbana leather 
belt cost ￡145 
 
Elle (Mar. 2010)  
“March 10 fashion notes: the 
best new pieces and hottest 
trends” 
 
D&G Miss Sicily bags are 
recommended.  
 
―Seen on the s/s 2010 
catwalk then on the arm of 
campaign star Madonna Elle 
loves the new Miss Sicily bag 
by D&G. A classic shape, it‘s 
the perfect investment buy. It 
comes in 10 styles and prices 
start at ￡720.‖ 
 
 
Fashion photography Vogue (Nov. 2009)  
 
 “more dash than cash”  
 
One D&G silk top cost 
￡350 is worn by a 17 years 
old model Wanessa 
Mihomem.  
 
Her statement is ―I‘m all 
about subtlety, everything I 
wear has to be classic, 







Gucci Stylist article  
Narration Vogue (Aug 2010) 
 
“I get a kick out of you” 
 
―What happens when Gucci‘s 
creative director Frida 
Giannini teams up with 
Hipster DJ Mark Ronson? 
It‘s a Rock‘N‘Roll 
celebration‖ Talking about 
the creation of new Gucci…‖ 
 
Trendy collections  
Fashion photography  
Professional/consumer 
interaction 
Vogue (Nov. 2009)  
“Street style”  
 
It is written by three 
designers after being inspired 
from the people on street.  
A pair of Gucci shoes are 
worn by 29 years old fashion 
designer, with the comments 
of ―I love the way she wears 
all this incredible jewellery, 
and the Alaia jacket which is 




Stylist article  
Narration  
Trendy collections Vogue (Nov. 2009)   
“Vogue Diary November” 
 
 “a leather biker jacket is an 
absolute must this season. 
And this ultra-soft version 
from Karen Millen, ￡299, 
with great detailing on the 
back, is part of the KM 
limited-edition collection. “ 
 
Fashion photography Cosmo (nov. 2009)  
 “Hell for leather” 
 
“attitude?  You bet. Toughen 
up your wardrobe with this 
season‘s staples‖ 
 
Karen Millen dress, gloves 







Louis Vuitton  
 
Stylist article  
Narration  
Trendy collections Elle (Mar. 2010)   
“March 10 fashion notes: the 
best new pieces and hottest 
trends” 
 
One type of LV bags is 
recommended. ―TIE THE 
KNOT: Take one supermodel, 
one luxury house and ELLE‘s 
favourite charity and you 
have the perfect style recipe. 
Louis Vuitton are donating a 
portion of this bag‘s sales to 
the White Ribbon Alliance. 
Chosen by Naomi Campbell, 
it will hit stores on 12 
February.‖   
 
 
Fashion photography Elle (Mar. 2010)  
 “From Naomi with love” 
 
“To celebrate Elle‟s 
continued support for the 
White Ribbon Alliance, their 
global ambassador Naomi 
Campbell models this 
season‟s white dresses.” 
 
One LV dress made 






“coming of age”  
“we ask five women-from 
different generations and 
with individual tastes to 
share their closet secrets. 
  
Camille Miceli, 30s the 
newly appointed creative 
director of accessories at 
Dior. LV shoes and LV bags 







Stylist article Vogue (Jan. 2010)  
“Sorbet Shades: turn your 
back on black, says Emma 





One MiuMiu dress, shoes 
and purse are listed.  
 
―at Miu Miu, Miuccia 
Prada‘s take on pretty was 
not so naïf, with sugary 
yoked shirts and printed bra 
tops perfect for the seduction 
ploys of any twenty-first-
century Lolita‖.  
 
Narration Vogue (Jan. 2010)  
“Alex Goes East”  
It‟s a report about Alex 
Curren. It shows Alex‟s new-
season fashion picks, in 
which Miu Miu is chosen.  
Comments about Alex: ―from 
Liverpool, she‘s a bit of a 
style queen. You should see 
all the mini Alexs descending 
upon Cricket at teatime”  
 
Trendy collections  
Fashion photography  
Professional/consumer 
interaction 
Elle (Nov 2009) 
"How we dress for work"  
 
Michelle tang, 42 appears in 
a picture wearing a pair of 
shoes by MiuMiu 
 
"...i wear a lot of MiuMiu, 
Marni, Stella Mc Cartney, 
Prada..." 
"...i wear MiuMiu pumps and 
i am really into brouges at 
the moment..." 
 
Prada Stylist article  
Narration   Cosmo (Jul. 2010) 
” 75 things to do before you 
die” 
 
―Own something Prada‖ 
 
 
Trendy collections Elle (May 2010)  
“Accessories leather goods” 
 
1 picture listed: Canvas and 



















Fashion photography Vogue (Jan. 2010)  
“Gypsy Girl” 
 
Prada dress is used 
 
“Pretty In Pink” 
 
“As her performance in the 
forthcoming film „the lovely 
bones‟ proves, Rachel Weisz 
is one of the most versatile 
actors of her 
generation. …Vogue casts 
her in spring‟s palette of 
pastel candy colours.  
 
Scenario 1. ―Rachel Weisz 
stands atop the barbican in a 
minidress from Prada‘s 
cruise collection.‖ Silk dress 




Elle (Nov 2009) 
”How we dress for work”  
 
 Michelle tang, 42 
"...i wear a lot of MiuMiu, 





Appendix 2. Interview Data Transcription 
R = Researcher 
I = Informants 
 
Tina, age 22, Nationality: British, Reader of Cosmo and Vogue 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating?  
I:  Psychology. I am finishing this September. 
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation?  
I: I just got a job as research assistant near Sheffield, will start in October.  
  
R: Do you like fashion and being fashionable? 
I:  Oh yes, I like fashion very much!  
 
R: When did you start to read fashion magazines? 
I:  I think when I was 13 or 14.  
 
R: How long have you kept reading Cosmo and Vogue? 
I:  Cosmo, I started in collage, so around 3/4 years. Vogue is a bit later, maybe 2 years. But I 
read Cosmo more often than Vogue. 
 
R: Why? 
I:  Because it‟s painful to see many things that I can‟t afford in Vogue. (Laugh…) I think 
when I got more money, I will read Vogue more.  
 
R: When do you normally read them? 




R: How you normally get them? 
I: I buy them or borrow from friends.  
 
R: Why don‟t subscript? 
I:  Too expensive.  
 
R: Do you share magazines with your friends? 
I:  Yes, we do. But I normally don‟t give them away, I like to keep them. Sometime I go back 
to old magazines. Some of the styles are still inspiring after sometime. I sometime give my 
old magazines to my mum. She likes them. 
  
R: Which column of the magazine is your favorite, and why? 
I:  Me…… not particularly. 
(Here researcher shared the collected brand information from magazine with interviewees, 
also encouraged interviewees to share similar information which impressed them the most 
with researcher. Below questions will be based on these magazines.) 
  
R: What type of information attracts your attention the most? Or you find easy to adapt? 
I:  I like when they do collection of all the trendy staff. You know what‟s in this season, and 
with all the samples from different brands.  
     (She picked up Vogue Jan. 2010 in researcher 
provided pages, found an article called ―How to wear 
lace now‖.)  
                                                







Such as this, you see the brand, the price and how to wear them. If I see something pretty and 
affordable I could go get them immediately, otherwise I could look for something similar in a 
cheaper place. I think it‟s normally the first thing I read in the magazine, it‟s mainly pictures, 
with simple words I could go through quickly. It‟s really easy to read and give me a lot of 
information.    
 
R: Have you ever desire one kind of products just because it‟s recommended in magazine? 
Through what kind of information? Could you find an example for me in these magazines?  
I:  Like the “lace article” we just saw, it made me wanted to have a lace dress. Sometime, it 
also happen when I saw the beautiful modeling pictures (she meant “fashion photography” in 
this study).  
(She picked up Cosmo Nov. 
2009, there is a group of 
fashion photos under the 







This made me wanted to have and leather jacket. But I didn‟t buy the same one on the model, 
because I know it‟s not going look the same on me.   
 
R: So you didn‟t check what brands are used here? 
I: No. It‟s a waste of time. 
  
R: Why this information attracted and convinced you at that time? 
I:  I guess it‟s just really trendy and pretty. The lace article suggest to dress in a really lady‟s 
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way by using lace. And the leather thing showed kind of tough and sharp sprite temperament. 
I think that‟s what I need to start my new life. Not being an innocent sweet student any more. 
(laugh…) 
 
R: If you already know what kind of products you want (eg. branded leather blazer), would 
you consult magazine for which brand to buy? If yes, could you find an example in these 
magazines? 
I:  No. If I already have the idea what I want, I would just go to the shops and find one. Oh, 
wait, sometime, if I want something but I can‟t find a right one for a while, I will pay 
attention when there is relevant information on magazines. Then if I saw it on magazine, I 
know where to go. Dose this count as consulting?   
 
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Introduce…em I am not sure.  I barely pay attention to the new brand or designer 
introduction. Maybe some time, I can‟t remember any at this moment.  
 
R: Which one is your favorite high fashion brand?  
I:  I like Miu Miu…… D&G…… 
 
R: How did you know this brand? 
I: Er…… I can‟t recall exactly. I have known them or a long time. Maybe from my mother or 
friends.  
 
R: Why you like them? 
I: Big name, good quality. People admire me when I have them! 
 
R: Why Miu Miu and D&G not LV or Chanel? 




R: How did you realize these characteristics of it? 
I:  Well, I wouldn‟t go the Miu Miu and D&G shop regularly. I guess it‟s all the information 
regarding them from the magazine give me this impression. Oh, do you know Alex Curren, 
the model?  
(We looked through Vogue, and found a report about Alex in Jan. 2010 Vogue) 




                                                                      
                                                   









You see, here it shows her new seasonal collection. For everyday chic, she wears Miu Miu!  
 
 (Vogue Nov. 2009 ―more dash than cash‖, One D&G silk 
top cost ￡350 is worn by a 17 years old model Wanessa 
Mihomem. Her statement is ―I‘m all about subtlety, 
everything I wear has to be classic, tailored, neat, body-
fitting.‖) 
And here, I like the feeling this girl delivered. It‟s young, 
pride, energetic and classic.  
R: Do you like to collect information about this brand on 
magazine? What information is the most interest? 
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I: I don‟t do information collection. But I definitely pay attention to it when there is relevant 
information available.   
 
R: Could you find me examples in these magazines for me? Why you value this information? 
I:  (She picked up Nov. 2009 Vogue, point ―45 thrifty finds‖ -it‘s a trendy collection best 














I found this D&G belt here, I like this kind of budgeting collections, and I always look for 
my favorite brands here, to see anything is affordable for me.  
(Then she found couple of D&G pictures in Vogue Jan. 2010 within different trendy 
collections.) 
You see, it‟s often listed in these trendy staff.   
I like this information because it‟s easy to read, I know the product, the brand the price and 
how to use them easily.  Even I can‟t buy them right now, I still feel it‟s around my life. I like 




(Vogue  Jan. 2010  ―Sorbet Shades: turn your back on 
black, says Emma Elwick‖ Edited by Harriet Wuick. 
One MiuMiu dress, shoes and purse are listed. ―at Miu 
Miu, Miuccia Prada‘s take on pretty was not so naïf, 
with sugary yoked shirts and printed bra tops perfect 
for the seduction ploys of any twenty-first-century 
Lolita‖.)  
 
I also like to read this kind of articles, there are 
dresses recommended by stylist. I like to see their thinking of these dresses. I didn‟t like this 
kind of candy colors before. But I read it on magazines, then when I go shopping, I see them 
everywhere in the shop. Then I start to appreciate.  
 
R: Have you ever own any luxury products? In what situation you brought it? If not, when 
do you think you will have your first designer piece, under which brand? 
I: Unfortunately, I don‟t. I think will buy a Miu Miu bag after I got my first pay check! 
(Smile…) 
   Because bag is something you can use for a long time and in different occasions.  
 
R: What does luxury brand mean to you? 
I:  I think people would see me differently when I have them. If I wear good brand to work, 
it‟s also a respect to my job.  
   
R: Do you get this idea from magazine?  
I:  Not totally I guess. But what really affected me are the articles in the magazine talking 
about life style, how to gain respect from people or how to make your life wonderful.  
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(She pick up a Cosmo 
issued in July this year 
One article in it called ‖ 
75 things to do before 
you die‖.)  





I can‟t find anything else for you at this moment, but this is a pretty cool article. Some of 
those 75 things are ridiculous, like “rub baby oil into a stripper‟s chest” (laugh…), but some 
of them do make you to think, like “Totally trust someone with your love, your life…your 
new car.” “get a map of the world, close your eyes and point to a place. Wherever your finger 
lands, book a holiday or long weekend there.”… You see here, No.69 “own something from 
Prada”. This did make me to pay attention on Prada.  















Mila, age 23, Nationality: Indonesian, lived 4 years in the UK, Reader of Elle and 
Vogue 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  I study international business and will graduate this year.  
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation? 
I:  I think I will look for a job in the UK. I am working for some None profit organization at 
this moment.  
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I: I do. But I don‟t think I am a very fashionable person, especially I am not brand oriented.  
 
R: When did you start reading fashion magazines in general? 
I:  In high school, so around 16.  
 
R: Start with Elle?  
I: Yes, Elle and Cosmo. But I did my high school in China, so I started to read them in China.  
 
R: why you stay with Elle in the end? 
I: I like high fashion. I think Elle is more focus on high fashion. Cosmo contents too much 
gossipy, I don‟t like. I also buy Vogue sometime.  
 
R: How do you normally get them? 
I:  I buy them, but not every month. They are expensive in the UK. 
 
R: Why/ in what situation you read fashion magazines? 




R: Do you have a favorite column in the magazine? And why? 
I:  I don‟t really pay attention to the name of column, or maybe one called “fashion notes” 
they do  it every month, like a collection of all the latest pieces. Lately I start to pay attention 
to work wears, because I am preparing to look for a job.  
  
R: What kind of format attracts you the most? Or you find easy to adapt? 
I:  I like the stylist talking about the latest trend and tell people how to use different pieces. 
You are updated with the latest news from it. Or normal people the share their dressing 
experience on magazine.  
(We picked up the first Elle on the stack of magazines which is issued in Nov. 2009, she found 
an article called "HOW WE DRESS FOR WORK", one woman appears in a picture wearing a 
blouse by Chloe's, says"...I have a Chloe's dress that is like a fairy tale picture in blues, 













You see, the working ladies here dress nicely. And they tell how they choose their dress for 
work.  
 
(I was holding the Vogue Nov. 2009, found another 
article in ―Professional/consumer interaction‖ type 
for her.  ―Street style‖ It is written by three 
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designers after being inspired from the people on street. A pair of Gucci shoes is worn by 29 
years old fashion designer, with the comments of ―I love the way she wears all this incredible 
jewellery, and the Alaia jacket which is to die for‖)  
 
Yes, exactly this kind of information. It‟s interesting to see how other people dress up. It‟s like 
to look at what‟s in my life, maybe I could dress in the same style tomorrow. I don‟t like 
people to teach me how to dress, but I like to learn from other people‟s style, and then make 
my own style. Here I really like this pair of Gucci shoes, I think this white high heel shoes 
really fit me.  
 
R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it appears in magazine? Through what 
kind of information? 
I: Yes I did. But not only because it is said trendy. Some time I found lovely things in old 
magazines. I want them just because they are pretty and fit to me. I think high fashion product 
won‟t go out very fast.  
(She still holding the Elle Nov. 2009, showed me an article called ―New work power tools‖ ) 
You see here, it suggests: “Bags, 
belts, gloves, shoes, boots – read 
ankle boots- these are the tools that 
can make or break an outfit” 
Despite all these picture listed here, 
I considered if I also need one bags 
or belts to make my existing outfit 
different. These listed brands are 
beautiful, but they are too 
expensive. I really like this Chanel 
bag, but I could only find 
something similar and cheaper.  
R:  If you already know what kind 
of products you like, would you 
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consult  magazine, which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I:  Sometime, yes. The fashion notes (equal with trendy collections in this study)are most 
helpful one. It is picture, so from that you see the products immediately, and then you know 
which brand and what price. But it doesn‟t happen very often now, because most of the things 
there are unaffordable to me.   
 
R: Have you ever noticed one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Er… I don‟t think so. I am not a brand person. I know only few brands, and don‟t 
remember how I knew them. And I don‟t pay attention to brand name.  
 
R: Have every done any shopping just because the item is showed magazines? In which 
context? 
I: No they are too expensive. But the product collections often give me motivation to buy 
something. (Smile)  
 
R: Which brand is your favorite? And why? 
I:  I don‟t have any favorite brand. But lately I noticed Gucci. Before I had the impression that 
Gucci is for older people. But I read an article about it, it said Gucci teams up with a famous 
DJ Mark Ronson. And I saw the picture of Mark Ronson and Gucci‟s creative director Frida 
Giannini, they are all young and energetic people. Now I feel Gucci is a lot closer to me.  
(We found the 
article on Elle 
March 2010, ―I get 





R: Do you like to collect information about Gucci? What information is the most interest? 
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I: No I am not that addict to it. I like to know the stories about the brand but don‟t follow up 
them all the time. Now if I see Gucci products in fashion collections, or recommended by any 
stylist, I will definitely pay attention to it.  
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece? In what situation? 
I:  Yes, I have a pair of D&G jeans, but it‟s a gift from my mother.  
  
R: When do you think you will buy your first designer piece, under which brand? 
I:  I think sooner or later after I start work. I am not sure about the brand. Maybe Gucci. It‟s 
formal and suitable for young people. Yes, so far I can think about a Gucci bag. (Smile) 
 
R: In what situation you will consider to use a luxury branded product? 
I:  Right now, I could think is at work. Like job interview, or important meetings 
 
R: What is luxury brand mean to you? 
I:  I feel more confidence when I use them. It will make me feel kind of achievement if one 
day I could buy them by myself.  
 
R: It makes you feel you are a success woman? 
I: No. I‟d rather to say I will have them when I am a successful woman.  
    
R: Do you get this idea from magazine? 
I: I guess yes. We saw the ladies there look successful. (She meant the work wear article we 
talked about before.)  
 
R: Please describe your ideal life. 
I:  I want to work in an international company, have a good salary. Dress nicely to work every 




Yads, age 23, Nationality: British. Reader of Elle, vogue and Cosmo 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  I study social work and will graduate in spring next year.  
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation? 
I:  Looking for a job definitely. I am working for a couple of social organization part timely 
right now. One is organized by the school, the other I found by myself.  
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I: I do. But I don‟t see myself as a very fashionable person. I like to be pretty we I go out for 
party or dining with friends. But for daily life. I work with children, old people and homeless 
people. It‟s not really appropriate to be very fashionable.   
 
R: When did you start to read fashion magazines in general? 
I:  Around 14/15 I think. But I started with some really gossipy ones.  Because that time I 
didn‟t have a PC so can‟t check gossipy online.  
 
R: Start with Elle and Cosmo 
I: Cosmo is earlier because it has a lot of gossipy in it. Elle I think in collage.   
 
R: How do you normally get them? 
I:  I buy them, but not every month. They are expensive. 
 
R: In what situation you read fashion magazines? 
I:  most of the time I use them to kill time. Like on the train, or waiting at dentist.  
 
R: Do you have a favorite column in the magazine, and why? 
I:  For Cosmo I don‟t really pay much attention to fashion information. I like these life style 
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articles more.  
(She has a Cosmo July 2010 in hand)  
You see something like this “Being single makes me sparkle”. I am single, so … (laugh)  
 
R: Oh did you read the “75 things to do before you die”? 
I: Oh, yes it is so cool!  
 
R: Own something Prada? 
I:  And “find a perfect pair of jeans”. (Laugh) That does effect on me. I started looking for 
Jeans lately. In Elle is different, I like “Stylist thinking”, there are stylists talking about new 
trendy. 
  
R: What kind of format attracts you the most? Or you find easy to adapt? 
I:  Especially in Elle, I like the beautiful collection of modeling pictures (she meant fashion 
photography in this study). That‟s the feeling of high fashion.  
 
R: So you are interest in the brand which is used in the pictures? 
I:  Not really, I don‟t tend to ready the little marks in the corner. They are too small and I 
know they are expensive.  
 
R: Would you pay attention, if you had the money? 
I: I don‟t think so, I don‟t have the model‟s body. But I notice the brand, if they are frequently 
used.   
(She tried to find an example in the 
magazines, finally end up with Vogue Jan. 
2010, there are two groups of fashion 
photography, one is called ―Gipsy girl‖ 
and the other is ―pretty in pink‖ modeled 




These pictures make me feel high 
fashion. But they are far away from my 
life, I wouldn‟t think of buying them. I 
saw Prada dresses here. They look 
pretty. I only notice them when the 
photos look very special to me. 
Otherwise I don‟t really pay attention. 
But I do have good impression on 
Prada after seeing these pictures. I know they have good stuff. When I have the budget, I 
would like to have a look at Prada shop.  
 
R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it‟s said in trend in magazine? Could 
you find me an example here? 
I: Oh yes. Have you read the latest Vogue (August 2010)?  
(She found the article for me. The topic is ―great 
strides‖ I copy some parts from it ―Trousers have 
marched back into the fashion arena. But don‘t 
expect the same old styles; these are sexy, smart 
and very, very long, says Harriet Quick 
...Hanna MacGibbon, the creative director of 
Chloe' says: ‗I wanted a high waisted cut that 
elongates the leg, emphasises the small of the 
back and accentuates a sexy bum.‘ MacGibbon 
delivered in the shape of sleek camel tie-belted 
designs worn with slippery silk-satin tonal blouses, 
and salt and pepper wools worn with chevron-sequined twinsets and a clutch bag...") 
 
I think trousers for working is a good idea for me. So I am looking for nice working trousers 
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now according to the direction. This Chloe one listed is really nice, I am going to look for a 
similar one. 
R:  If you already know what kind of products you like, would you consult to magazine, 
which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I: I don‟t think so. I‟d rather go to the shops.  
  
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Er… I don‟t think so. I am not a brand person. I know only few brands, and don‟t 
remember how I knew them. And I don‟t pay attention to brand name.  
 
R: Have every done any shopping just because the item is showed magazines? In which 
context? 
I: No they are too expensive. But the product collections often give me motivation to buy 
something. (Smile)  
 
R: Which brand is your favorite? And why? 
I:  I am not loyal to any brand. But I like Chloe. I think it is classic and practical. 
 
R: Practical? Do you have any Chloe product? 
I:  No 
 
R: Why do you think it‟s practical? 
I: Er…magazine! Wait… I look for something to show you.  
 
(She found Vogue Nov. 2009.A article called ―More dash 
than cash - Model example‖: Amber Le Bon was asked to 
create an autumn wardrobe from her mother‘s closet. One of 
them is a Chloe dress. ―I love this Chloe dress-it‘s the color. 
Mum wore this non-stop‖.)   
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This article attracted my attention on Chloe. When I saw it I just thought it‟s an old idea to use 
some good things to create new fashion. Budget and practical. Then I saw this Chloe dress, it 
look pretty. And I think good dress should never go out (of fashion). Passing from mother to 
daughter is something only real good brand does. I think Chloe is very special on this. I 
remember I saw something else lately… 
  
(She found Elle Jul. 2010, ―What other 
people wear to work‖. Chloe jacket and 
shoes are worn by Rosleach – buyer for 
women‘s contemporary. She says: ―This 
Chloe blazer is four seasons old, but is a 
wardrobe staple. My style is eclectic – I 







You see, there is something special with Chloe. 
 
R: How did this article attracted your attention? 
I: Well. This is probably what I like to read the most. I mean I like these beautiful pictures, 
but I wouldn‟t buy this magazine just because few pages of pictures. There are not for reading, 
I could finish that in 10 minutes. I like to read these stories about normal people. I see my 
own life in future from them. I would like to know what they believe and what they use.  
 
R: So you adapt values from them? 




R: What you believe in your life? 
I: Er… sometime, yes! I think that are what drive them to be successful. You see, it‟s not 
about Chloe. But here I think Chloe kind of means being realistic, practical and trusted.  
 
R: Do you collect information about Chloe?  
I: No. Just when I saw relevant information, I pay some attention. When Chloe is listed with 
other brands I give more credit to Chloe. Like the “Trousers” article, there are two pictures, if 
I choose, I go with Chloe.    
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece? In what situation? 
I:  Not yet.   
  
R: When do you think you buy your first designer piece, under which brand? 
I:  I don‟t know yet. Hope it will happen soon!  
 
R: In what situation you will consider to use a luxury branded product? 
I:  Don‟t know yet, but should be something I could use for a lot of occasion and a long time.  
 
R: What does luxury brand mean to you? 
I:  I think just being fashionable no need luxury brand. Luxury brand means a higher standard 
of life. The quality of product is better it brings you a better life quality. Like I don‟t mind to 
buy a second hand Chloe jacket, as long as it‟s nice. 
    
R: Do you get this idea from magazine? 
I:  Well to me, if you ask me to pay more money for something, the quality of the product is 
very important. And I see from the magazine, luxury branded product does have a better 
quality.  
 
R: Please describe your ideal life. 
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I:  Materially I want to have a good house, good car. I like to use nice things in my life. Don‟t 
have to be branded, but have to have taste. That‟s why I read these magazines, I adapt ideas 
from them. But I don‟t follow exactly. Even if I buy things recommended by magazine, it 




























Kate, age 23, Nationality: Irish. Reader of Elle, vogue 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  I study Social Psychology, and graduating this year.  
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation? 
I:  I would like to in Australia, so I might look for a job there.   
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I: Oh yes, I do. I like to be in fashion. If I go out, I always dress nicely.  
 
R: When did you start to read fashion magazines in general? 
I:  When I was 13 or 14… started with magazines like “Hello”. 
 
R: Start with Elle and Vogue 
I:  In high school, my mother used to subscribe.  
 
R: Do you also subscribe them now? 
I:  No, I can‟t afford to. I buy them casually. I still buy some cheaper ones like Hello 
sometime.   
 
R: Why/ in what situation you read fashion magazines? 
I:  I used to work in a shop in Ireland; I always read them during lunch break. Now, during 
afternoon tea, I guess it‟s the time I enjoy myself.  
 
R: Do you have a favorite column in the magazine, and why? 
I:  I like the “Vogue Diary”. It tells the trendiest collections every month.   
 
R: So this kind of trendy collections attracts you the most?  
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I:  Yes. When I open a magazine, it‟s always the first part to go. 
 R: why? 
I:  I like to know what‟s in trend at the moment. And this kind of collection tells you 
immediately.  
 
R: Do you pay attention to the brands when you read this kind of collections? 
I:  The brands are there, you see them anyway. But I wouldn‟t remember them unless the 
product is really pretty. Reading this, I just want to know what is in trend. I don‟t have to buy 
all the listed things.  
 
R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it‟s said in trend in magazine? Could 
you find me an example here? 
I: Oh yes. I like to buy things are in trend. But not all branded, they are too expensive. But 
sometime, if it‟s only available in certain brand, and it‟s not too crazy expensive, I will buy 
them.  
I saw a leather jacket last winter, and it‟s from a brand called Karen Millen, it‟s not 
unaffordable as Alaia or some other high level brands. There is no shop of that brand in where 
I live, so I even ordered it online, and got it posted to me. But later on, I found I don‟t like it 
anymore, so I returned it.  
(We found it on Vogue, 
Nov.2009, ―a leather biker 
jacket is an absolute must 
this season. And this ultra-
soft version from Karen 
Millen, ￡ 299, with great 
detailing on the back, is 





R:  If you already know what kind of products you like, would you consult to magazine, 
which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I: I don‟t do it particularly. But if happens I saw a similar collection on magazines, I will see it 
as reference.   
  
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Er…lately no. But if I think about how I knew them maybe I knew most of them from 
magazines. I think that‟s the only possible channel.   
 
 
R: Which brand is your favorite? And why? 
I:  LV. Hard to say why, maybe because the big name, everybody knows it.  
 
R: Do you collect information about LV?  
I:  Somehow. Not everything, but I am definitely interested in the stories about LV. I don‟t 
follow product release.  I have this Elle.  
(She picked up Elle March 2010) 
  (―March 10 fashion notes: the best 
new pieces and hottest trends‖ One 
type of LV bags is recommended. 
―TIE THE KNOT: Take one 
supermodel, one luxury house and 
ELLE‘s favorite charity and you have 
the perfect style recipe. Louis Vuitton 
are donating a portion of this bag‘s 







(―From Naomi with love‖, ―To 
celebrate Elle‘s continued support for 
the White Ribbon Alliance, their 
global ambassador Naomi Campbell 
models this season‘s white dresses.‖ 
One LV dress made exclusively for 












You see, just one Elle, you see so much information about LV. It‟s everywhere.  
 
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece? In what situation? 
I:  My mother used to buy me expensive things when I was home.  
 
R: Anything LV? 
I : No. Unfortunately…  
  
R: When do you think you buy your first designer piece, under which brand? 
I:  Very soon! Definitely I will buy them. I like to pay money on this. I might be something 
form LV, they does amazing shoes.  
 
R: In what situation you will consider to use a luxury branded product? 
I:  I would buy things I could use as much as possible. I take it as good investment. I had a 
dress costs $600, but I barely use it. When I see it in the wardrobe I feel guilty. As I said I like 
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to spend money on it, I also have to be able to justify it.  
 
R: What is luxury brand mean to you? 
I:  They mean good quality. They are the leader of fashion. It will sound very shallow, but I do 
like people compliment on me.  
    
R: Do you see this idea from magazine? 
I:  I guess so. I mean not only me, also a lot of my friends the read magazines. Magazines 
teach how to live in a way could gain compliments from others.  
 
(She showed me one of her magazines. 
Vogue Jul. 2010, ―Coming of age‖, ―we 
ask five women-from different generations 
and with individual tastes to share their 
closet secrets.   
Camille Miceli ages in 30s. She is newly 
appointed creative director of accessories 
at Dior. LV shoes and LV bags as her personal favorite collection. ) 
 
Like this kind of articles. This woman here she has amazing job. I really admire this. That 
might be the kind of life I would like to have. I like to see how she dresses up, how they live 
her life.  
 
R: So you also got the idea of your ideal life from magazines.  
I:  I am not sure exactly what I want for my life yet. Some time you see good examples on TV 
or magazines. It inspires me somehow. Like I would like to be Camelle Micheli when I am 30, 
but I know I am not going to make it just by buying LV shoes. It is the other way around. 






Rachel, age 22, Nationality: British. Reader of Vogue 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  I study occupational psychology and graduating this year. 
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation? 
I:  Actually I already got a job in London, start this month I work as an assistant human 
resource consultant. I guess I will keep on developing in this area in future.  
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I: I guess no girl doesn‟t.  
 
R: When did you start to read fashion magazines in general? 
I:  When I was 13 or 14.   
 
R: Start with Vogue?  
I: Elle and a couple of others. I have two older sisters, I is 6 years older than me. At that time I 
just picked up there magazines.   
 
R: why you stay with Vogue in the end? 
I: It‟s high fashion. I really like to look into fashion. I guess my sister used to read it, then I 
just get use to it.   
 
R: How do you normally get them? 
I:  Before we share between sisters. Now buy them most of the time.  
 
R: Why/ in what situation you read fashion magazines? 




R: Do you have a favorite column in Vogue and why? 
I:  I like “more dash than cash”. Don‟t know if it counts as a column for you. It tells you all 
the ways to save money on buying clothes and accessories.  
 
R: What kind of format attracts you the most? Or you find easy to adapt? 
I:  I like when they do collections of all the small pieces, or a list of tips. There you see all the 
pictures and could compare different brands. It‟s really simple and useful information.  
 
(She found an example on Vogue Nov. 2009, ―The dash 
cash directory‖ List the brands provide good after sales 







Here you see a lot of possibilities to save money, like they are second hand sales in some 
charity house. I remember I saw this after sales information regarding Gucci and Burberry. 
They fix buttons and zips for free. I didn‟t know they provide this kind of service. I passed the 
information to my sister. She has a very nice Burberry coat.  
 
R: Why do you think it‟s important? 
I: It‟s a pity to have bad button on your expensive dress, and good buttons are also expensive. 
When I buy a cheap coat, I only care the style, I don‟t really expect it still look good and 
fashionable in next 3 or 4 years. But if I buy something high fashion branded, I expect them 
to be good as long as possible. I feel safe to buy a Burberry coat now. Now I might check the 




R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it‟s said in trend in magazine? Through 
what kind of information? 
I: It happens very often actually. When I see the collections of the fashionable small pieces, 
it‟s like you go around the shops and there are all lovely things. Good thing is there are just 
pictures, so most of the time I am able to resist.  
 
R:  If you already know what kind of products you like, would you consult to magazine, 
which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I:  No. Because I know myself, I know where to go.   
 
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  I think magazine is definitely one channel for me to know them. But I can‟t remember 
when.  
 
R: Have every done any shopping just because the item is showed magazines? In which 
context? 
I: Oh yes. There are some times I couldn‟t resist. It saw this Jacket in one collection, and then 
I went to Topshop and brought it. It is quiet formal, I need it for job interview that time.  
(We found it in Vogue Jan. ―More 








Also because it is quiet affordable. It also happens when I see the big pictures with a listing of 
brands on the corner, I quickly go through it. Sometime, they do a mix of high street brands 
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and high fashion. I would like to pick up these affordable pieces. I guess when I have more 
money; I will pay more attention on it.  
 
R: Which brand is your favorite and why? 
I:  I have a good feeling with Chanel.  
 
R: Do you see information from magazines give you this good feeling? 
I: (She thought about it for a while) Yes I think so. Going to the shops to feel this brand is 
completely a waste of time, and I don‟t have many friends share this feeling with me.   
 
R: Could you find what kind of information from magazine give you this feeling? 
I: (She starts to look through Vogue magazines)  
(Started from Vogue Jan. 2010. ―Life of Riley‖ Report 
about Riley Keough, granddaughter of Elvis. Riley 
chooses channel evening dress. She says: ―I love the 
ladylike look for dressing up‖)  
 
Seeing it in celebrity‟s life, does affect me. It means the 










(Same in Vogue Jan. 2010, narration:―My Date with Karl‖ An exclusive visit to Karl Lagefeld 
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– chief designer of Chanel and Fashion photography: ―Blue print‖ Chanel dress is used here. 
 ―destined for sunny climes: Karl Lagerfeld showed Chanel‘s stripes against the backdrop of 
a man-made beach at the cruise show in Venice‖.) 
 
This does influence me. It is impressive to know Chanel product is created by such an 
amazing person. I like his style. Himself is a big fan of Navy style. When he brings this idea 
to Chanel, it does make Chanel product look different from others.  I think I saw another 
article about him lately.  
 
(In Vogue Aug. 2010, ―Miss V‖ ―Chanel in 
St. Tropez " ―...En route to Cannes film 
festival, I slipped off to St. Tropez where 
Karl Lagerfeld was hosting a petanque 
match before the showing of his beautiful 
summer cruise collection. My custom made 
Chanel boules were perfect for a fierce 
competition in the Place des Lices - the 
opposite team were Diane Krugerand 
Vanessa Paradis, and even Karl threw a 
ball or two. The old men in the square 
weren't sure which pretty crochet Chanel 
skirt to glance up...") 
 
I think only someone really specially could attract such attention. This looks very exclusive.  
 
R: Do you like to collect information about Chanel? What information is the most interest? 
I: I am interested in the stories regarding Chanel, such as articles about Karl Lagerfeld. But I 




R: When you have enough money, would you pay attention to new products? 
I: maybe, but I don‟t think I will follow closely. I don‟t want to have everything Chanel. If I 
have money, I could go to the shop and pick up what I like.  
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece?  
I:  No.   
  
R: When do you think you buy your first designer piece, under which brand? 
I:  Maybe this Christmas! By that time I might have enough money to pay for it. I like to have 
a Chanel bag. It‟s really elegant and classic.  
 
R: In what situation you will consider to use a luxury branded product? 
I:  The first priority is work. That‟s where you could use every day. When I have my channel 
bag I want people see it. That‟s also why I buy a bag; I can use in a lot different situations.   
 
R: What is luxury brand mean to you? 
I: When I pay for my first Chanel bag I will feel “yes! I made it!” Finally I reach something 
exclusive.   
    
R: Do you see this idea from magazine? 
I: yes, like I said the articles make Chanel look exclusive.  
 
R: So to own this exclusive product is part of your life goal? 
I:  Well, I wouldn‟t say so. Not that superficial. My life goal right now is being successful in 
my career. But we could say the other way around, when I can afford these nice things, I am 






Dean, age 22, Nationality: Irish. Reader of Elle 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  Economic psychology. I graduated last year. 
 
R: What‟s your job now? Are you happy with it? 
I:  I started to work for an online fashion company at the beginning of this year. I am an 
assistant warehouse manager, but I am moving to London soon. I will work as a merchandiser 
there. I really like my job. It‟s still a very young and small company, but I think it got a great 
potential. I like to develop with this company. 
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I: Oh yes! Since I was young, fashion is something I wanted to work in. I was very happy 
when I got this job.   
 
R: When did you start to read fashion magazines in general? 
I:  When I was 12. I started to buy Elle and Marie Claire. Now I keep buy Elle and Instyle. I 
do keep a few copy of Vogue, but I don‟t like them much.  
   I like Instyle because is a lot of information about clothes. My company mainly sells clothes, 
so it is really relevant.   Elle is my favorite. I do like their fashion pages and life style stories. 
 
R: How do you normally get them? 
I:  I used to subscribe. After I graduate last year, I didn‟t have a job until January this year, so 
I didn‟t subscribe.  I bought couple of copies. I think after I move to London I will go on 
subscribe.   
 
R: Why/ in what situation you read fashion magazines? 
I:  Lunch break, after work, on trip. .. 
 
R: Do you have a favorite column in Elle and why? 
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I:  I like “stylish thinking”. You always get professional stylist to talk about their 
understanding of fashion. How you could dress differently. I also like “Show me your 
wardrobe”. I like to see other people‟s wardrobe.  Especially I like to see people who have 
experience in fashion business, like fashion buyers. They are close to my life. I am not really 
interesting in celebrates. What they where is not realistic in my life.  
 
R: What kind of format attracts you the most? Or you find easy to adapt? 
I:  Well, I would say there are different. I do pick up a lot information from pages like 
“fashion notes” (Trendy collections) Because there I could see product form different brands, 
have a lot of choices. So I could make a style by myself. But I also like the big fashion pages 
(fashion photography) I guess I really like beautiful things. When they market in that way, it 
does work on me. I like to look at the beautiful pictures, and read what brands are used in 
these pictures. Sometime I even test myself by guessing which brand the dress came from. 
But I would say this is purely appreciating the beauty, the information from fashion 
collections is more valuable to me.  
 
R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it‟s said in trend in magazine? Through 
what kind of information? 
I: Yes, many times.  
R: Could you find an example here? 
I:  (Elle Nov 2009, "The power coat", "So 
which style? Pictured here, the key coat 
silhouettes of the season: a nod to the 1940's 
courtesy of Prada. the louche belted trench 
coat from Bottega and Burberry, and the new 
hot classic, Chloe's urban-cow-girl 'blanket'. 
Coats have also become the ultimate canvas 
for dressing up. See Jill Sander's swirl 
collared sculpture - you can just picture Tilda 
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Swinton wearing it at an art gallery opening. As for Marni's silk coat with irises? No need to 
wear anything under at all. Mark my words, the power of a good coat cannot be 
underestimated.‖) 
 
This did make me thinking of having a new coat last winter. But I didn‟t buy what they listed 
here. I don‟t have the budget. I went to Zara found a similar one.   
 
 
R:  If you already know what kind of products you like, would you consult to magazine, 
which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I:  Not really.  
 
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Yes. When I read magazines, there are always brands I never saw before. But I don‟t tend 
to remember them just by seeing them for one or two times.   
 
R: Have every done any shopping just because the item is showed magazines? In which 
context? 
I: I would like to, if I have the budget. So far, I often find a cheaper one instead. But I know 
the cheaper ones could never replace the real high fashion brand. They are different. If you 
give me five similar bags but different price. Normally I could tell which one is the most 
expensive one without knowing the price. The good ones are really good. Like last winter, I 
bought a coat in Zara. But I know it wouldn‟t be as good as a Burberry one. You don‟t see it 
now, but I don‟t think my Zara will last as long as a Burberry.  
 
R: You like Burberry? 
I: Er… I like Burberry coat! Normally you see a page regarding coat, Burberry are always 




R: Could you find me an example which context generates your appealing? 
      
(Elle Mar. 2010, ―March 10 fashion notes: the best new pieces and hottest trends‖ 
One type of LV bags is recommended. ―TIE THE KNOT: Take one supermodel, one luxury 
house and ELLE‘s favourite charity and you have the perfect style recipe. Louis Vuitton are 
donating a portion of this bag‘s sales to the White Ribbon Alliance. Chosen by Naomi 
Campbell, it will hit stores on 12 February.‖   
D&G Miss Sicily bags are recommended.―Seen on the s/s 2010 catwalk then on the arm of 
campaign star Madonna Elle loves the new Miss Sicily bag by D&G. A classic shape, it‘s the 
perfect investment buy. It comes in 10 styles and prices start at ￡720.‖) 
From information like this, I see bags from different brand for this season. It does make me 
think maybe I should have a new bag. I can compare these two brands according to the 
information they provide. Now I just compare them for fun, but when I have the budget, I will 
buy the one I like.  
 
R: Which brand is your favorite and why? 
I:  Hard to say. I like them all. Before I liked LV, because I see them everywhere. You open a 
magazine they are almost on every page. But I took a part time job in a D&G shop 2 years 




R: Do you see information from magazines give you this good feeling? 
I: (She thought about it for a while) Yes I think so. Going to the shops to feel this brand is 
completely a waste of time, and I don‟t have many friends share this feeling with me.   
 
R: Do you like to collect information about D&G? What information is the most interest? 
I: Somehow. I do. I pay attention to designers and new products. I wish one day I could work 
for them. I guess this is not really because of the magazine. But magazines provide me a lot of 
useful information.  
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece? In what situation? 
I:  Yes. When I worked for that shop, I had opportunity to buy them with a good discount. So 
I bought two pairs of D&G shoes.    
 
R: That‟s also how you know the quality is good? 
I: Oh yes. After I use them, I really like them. Nice leather, comfortable to wear.  
 
R: What if now the magazine says D&G is not good? 
I: Well, it will be just a saying. I know D&G, I felt the product. I will still like it. 
  
R: When do you normally use them? 
I:  At work. I work in Fashion Company. Although we are not request to dress fashion, I think 
it‟s nice to dress in fashion. It‟s like my identity.    
 
R: What is luxury brand mean to you? 
I: They are different. To me they don‟t have to be in the latest fashion, are something never 
out of fashion. Nice things are always nice. I think to achieve something in my career I should 
own some nice things. Like if I go to an interview, I like to wear my designer shoes. I know 
the people interview me will aware of this.  
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R: Do you see this idea from magazine? 
I: I guess so.  
(Same picture was shown before. Elle Jul. 2010, ―What other people wear to work‖ Chloe 
jacket and shoes are worn by Rosleach – buyer for women‘s contemporary ―This Chloe blazer 
is four seasons old, but is a wardrobe staple. My style is eclectic – I don‘t like premeditated 
looks‖) 
 
This is just an example. In Elle work wear section. I often find this kind of successful women, 
they own nice things and have their own style.  
 
R: So you will definitely buy more luxury things in future. 
I: Yes, definitely.  
 
R: Which brand you think you will buy? 
I: That‟s depends what I want. But if they have similar things, I think I will go to D&G. I am 
really happy with my shoes right now. I trust them in quality. If other brand has something 
D&G doesn‟t have, I probably buy from other brand. I know aviator style is a big thing right 
now, I see some other brands on magazine but I still like to check if D&G also has it. I guess I 
am more brand loyal than magazine loyal.   
 
R: What is your life goal? 
I:  I would like to be a buyer in high fashion company. Or even discover my own designer, 









Su, age 24, Nationality: Chinese,  Reader of  Vogue 
(This one was conducted in Chinese, and translated by the researcher) 
 
R: What do you study? When are you graduating? 
I:  I study International business, and graduating this year.  
 
R: What‟s your plan after graduation? 
I: I might stay in England for until the end of this year, and go back to China start to work.  
 
R: Do you like fashion? 
I:  I wasn‟t a fashionable person at all until two years ago.  
 
R: What happened? 
I: I always lived with my parents when I was in China, and my mother does most of my 
shopping. Then I came to England 2 years ago, got to know some fashionable girls. I start to 
read fashion magazines and dress up myself.  
 
R: So you start to read these magazines 2 years ago? 
I:  Yes. I got it from my friends. Now I buy them by myself from time to time. 
 
R: Why/ in what situation you read fashion magazines? 
I:  At home, being lazy. Or I buy a magazine when I don‟t know what to buy for this season.  
 
R: Do you have a favorite column in Vogue and why? 
I: Can‟t say favorite.  
(We picked up a copy of Vogue) 
 I like “In Vogue” and “Vogue Shops”. They all focus on the latest trend. In “In vogue”, there 
is trend summarized or analyzed by professional stylist. I like to see their recommendations. 
“Vogue shops” is a collection of the products in the latest fashion. You will simply know what 
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the trend is, and what product is in trend, the brand the price. Sometime even phone number 
to call for ordering.   
 
R: What about the rest like life stories of celebrities or the beautiful fashion pictures? 
I:  The fashion pictures I quickly go through. I don‟t read the list of brand in the corner. It‟s a 
waste of time. I wouldn‟t buy this kind of dress anyway. Celebrity stories, I read sometime if I 
know them.  
(Such as: Vogue Jan. 2010 “Life of Riley” Report about Riley Keough, granddaughter of 
Elvis.  
Riley says: “Alexander Wang, 3.1 Phillip Lim, Alaia, Chloe, Lanvin, and Doc Martens for 
shoes and boots. I‟d love a channel evening dress – I love the ladylike look for dressing up.” )  
 
Then I also pay attention to how she dressed. I like her style. It‟s also inspiring for me.   
I like more the life stories of normal people. Don‟t know if you call them life story. It‟s just 
normal people how they go shopping, go to work, etc.  
 
(Vogue Nov. 2009, “Street style” It is written by three designers after being inspired from the 
people on street.” ) 
 
This is more relevant to my life. I will pay more attention to what brands they are using.  
 
R: Have you desire one kind of products just because it‟s said in trend in magazine? Through 
what kind of information? 
I: Yes, many times.  
 
(Vogue Aug 2010, "FLYING START" "... I was thinking of 
uniforms and cadet girls," says Christopher Bailey, Burberry's 
chief creative officer, "but it all started when I looked at an 
aviator jacket in the archive. Then as I began designing into it, 
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I realized it could be as versatile as the trench; strong and sexy, masculine and feminine... 
ladies, take flight." 1 picture posted: shearling aviator jacket by Burberry?) 
It‟s the latest Vogue. I like this aviator style. This one is Burberry, very expensive. I don‟t 
know if I could find a similar one in Zara or H&M. 
 
R:  If you already know what kind of products you like, would you consult to magazine, 
which part of magazine is the most helpful? 
I: No, I go to the shop or internet. Then I could search with key words. It would be more 
efficient than magazines.   
 
R: Have you ever notice one brand just because it is introduced by magazines?  
I:  Yes. I didn‟t know many brands before. Now I know Burberry, Miu Miu, I saw them 
couple of times on magazines, then I remember them.  For Example on this new Vogue here.   
(Vogue Aug 2010, "If you watch you‗ll wear". ―the 
box set you watch can influence your style as much 
as the designers you channel. Here‘s Vogue‘s guide 
to how your DVDs could dictate what you‘ll wear 
this winter…‖ "...The mad man look has cast a 
spell on fashion. This season, the neat and 
evocative wasp waist, leopard-print knits and 
working-women's handbags at D&G will prove 
perfect for Peggy Olson wannabes.‖) 
 
 
I really like this kind of column, recommendations or style summaries from stylist. And this 
one associated these brands one-to- one with the dressing style in TV series we watch. Among 
this list, I watched Madmen, Sex and city and 30 Rock, but I only know Dolce& Gabbana 
here. I don‟t really familiar with Alexander McQueen, John Rochas and Celine. But this “30 




R: Have you ever done any shopping just because the item is showed magazines? In which 
context? 
I: Yes. I saw this Prada bag when I had a glance on my friend‟s Elle. I didn‟t know they do 
Canvas bag, my sister likes canvas bag. So I brought it for her. She is in China. These luxury 
brands  are more expensive in China than here.  
 
(Elle, May. 2010 ―Accessories leather goods‖ 1 










R: Isn‟t it too expensive? Why don‟t you try to find a cheaper one instead? 
I: Well, it‟s a present. For myself, I might buy a cheaper one.   
 
R: Which brand is your favorite and why? 
I:  I don‟t addict to any brand.   I am interested in the product more than brand. If the product 
is good I don‟t care which brand.  
 
R: So there is no difference to you luxury brand and normal fashion brand? 
I: To my personal use, not really, I like all the fashionable things. But I do think luxury 
branded things make people see you differently. When I see someone dress in LV on the street 
I will also associate her/him to successful and rich persons. So when I want to impress people, 
I like to wear nice branded dresses.   
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R: Do you see these ideas from magazines? 
I: Not directly I think. I know these brands from magazine, I know they are expensive. So I 
give a special status for people who use them. Meanwhile, there are examples in magazine, so 
these successful people they use branded things to show their life standard and taste. But I 
wouldn‟t associate this with people I saw on street.  
 
R: Do you like to collect information about these brands? What information is the most 
interest? 
I: Now I don‟t. As I said I care products more than brands.  
 
R: Have you ever own a luxury piece? In what situation? 
I:  Dress and shoes not yet. I have watch. It was a gift.   
 
R: When do you normally use them? 
I: I normally don‟t use it. I don‟t like wear watch.  
 
R: When do you think you will buy yourself something luxury? What would you buy? 
I: When I start to work. I will need to dress nicely when I work, and by that time I could use 
my own money. I might buy suits, shoes.    
 
R: What is luxury brand mean to you? 
I: As I said, it makes people see me differently.  
    
R: What is your life goal? 
I:  I don‟t know yet. I will see until I am back to China.   
 
